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Budget Freeze To Oust
Students, Impair Hiring
By JERRY TOWNSEND
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Governor-elect Ronald Reagan’s
"budget freeze" has elicited both
hot and cold reactions from officials examining its implications for
the State College system and SJS.
The freeze, announced last week
In a memorandum front the State
Department of Finance, applies to
all state agencies, which now must
hold the line on their 1967-68
budget requests.

If upheld, the freeze would impair faculty recruiting and possibly force thousands of students to
be turned away from California
State Colleges next year.
According to Dr. William J.
Dusel, SJS administrative vice
president, the limit would be a
severe blow to the SJS instructional program.
’We would lose $500,000 from
our proposed 1967-68 budget, which
would mean we couldn’t hire ap-

Yule Tree Lighting Ceremony
To Open Holiday Activities
The traditional Christmas message by Pres. Robert D. Clark
and music of the season will highlight SJS’ fifth annual Christmas
Tree Lighting Ceremony tomorrow. The half-hour program will
begin at 5 p.m. in front of the
Engineering Building on Seventh
Street, near San Fernando Street.
Faculty, including emeritus members, staff, students and friends
of the college have been invited
to participate in this traditional
affair.
The program will open with
Christmas music, provided by the
College Glee Clubs, under the direction of Brent Heisinger, assistant professor of music. Winners
of the Associated Women Students’
Door decorationcontest will be announced by Jane Net tleship, president of AWS.
OTHER SPEAKERS
Following his message President
Clark will light the school’s official
Christmas tree, a 23-foot douglas
fir donated by Donald E. Petersen
of Sunnyvale. Jerry Spotter, president of the Associated Student
Body, and Ron James, mayor of
the City of San Jose, will also
speak.
The program will conclude with
the traditional singing of "Silent
Night" with Pam Melton, senior
from Pomona, as soloist.
Also scheduled as part of the
day’s activities is a 4 p.m. public

lecture by B. Davie Napier, Dean
of the Stanford University Memorial Chapel, entitled "Whisper
of a Miracle." The lecture will be
in E132.
Emeritus faculty members will
hold their traditional Christmas
dinner at 5:30 p.m. in Spartan
Cafeteria.
Norman Gunderson, Dean of the
School of Engineering, is in charge
of the day’s activities.
BUFFET PLANNED
The annual Christmas Buffet for
members of the faculty, administrative staff, their families and
guests will be held Sunday, in
Spartan Cafeteria. There will be
one continuous serving, including
a -wassail bowl, from 5 to 7.p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Santa Claus will be
on hand during the first hour to
greet and distribute candy to the
children.
Tickets are on sale through Dec.
14 at either the Cashier’s Office,
ADM263, or the Student Affairs
Business Office, Building R. The
price is $2.75 for adults and $1
for children under 12 years of age.
The new Faculty Social Committee, headed by Dr. Fred Schutz,
associate professor of English, has
arranged the details of the buffet
which is traditionally one of the
highlights of the season. Traditional Christmas trees will greet
the guests and the tables will reflect the holiday theme.

ASB Exec Recorder
Topic of Student Vote
Students will have a chance to
vote on a proposed amendment
to eliminate all references to the
office of Executive Secretary from
the ASB Constitution tomorrow
and Thursday.
Graduate students will also vote
for two more graduate representatives to council. Two grad reps
presently sit on the legislative
body.
Voting booths will be located in
front of the cafeteria, the bookstore, on Seventh Street and in
front of the Science Building. They
will be open from 8:30 am. to
7:30 p.m.
The Campus Policy Committee
presented the resolution urging
abolition of the office to Student
Council late in October.
ADMINISTRATIVE ARM
The resoution stated that the
executive secretary is basically an
administrative arm of the ASB
president, and that the functions
of the executive secretary have
been assumed by other segments
of the government. It called for
the deletion of all references of the
office from the constitution and for
a vote by the student body.
While other classes have four
representatives, the graduate class
only has had two. This Inequity
was corrected by the student body
on Oct. 19 and 20 when they
voted to add two more representatives to the body.
Four graduate students are in

the race. They include Ernest
Gambrell, John Ogle, Bob Serrano
and Dave Turner.
Gambrell wants to examine the
high rents charged for approved
housing, the parking facilities,
longer library hours and better
cafeteria food.
OTHER PLATFORMS
Ogle will work toward college,
rather than class, representation
in student government; more research monies, a campus beauty
program: and student participation in curricula policies.
Feeling that the development of
a "big-time attitude" is important,
Serrano is Interested in the expansion of the college.
Turner’s platform calls for a
formal budget report to be presented to the students; the adoption of a program budget; the reinstitution of the SJS yearbook
La Torre; and a curriculum evaluation committee.

Fruitcake Sale
The Home Economics Club is
selling homemade fruit cake this
week.
The fruit cake is $1.25 for one
pound and will be sold in the main
corridor of the Home Economics
Building every day from 9:30 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m., according to Carolyn
Wake, president of the Home Economics Club,

proximately 33 professors and
would have to turn away about
700 students.
"I certainly can see the advantages of re-appraisal of the policies
of the present administration, and
see this as an opportunity to justify our expenditures," he said.
"However, the freeze comes at
an extremely bad time for us. The
next two months will be our recruiting period for the next academic year. We now have no
authority to proceed with hiring
advances or commitments."
Dr. Glenn S. Dumke, state college chancellor, will meet with
Reagan Dec. 21 in Los Angeles to
plead the State College case.
Bob Reardon of the Chancellor’s
office told the Daily yesterday that
"decision memos," as required by
the Finance Committee memorandum, had been forwarded to Sacramento to justify State College
increases.
"We prefer to discuss this matter with the governor-elect. Actually, we do not know the full irn-

Vacation Coming
Friday is the last day of classes
for SJS students before Christmans vacation. The last ihalle of
the Spartan Daily will hit the
newstands Thursday morning.
Clubs and organizations are reminded to submit any announcements for the paper by tomorrow.
plications of the budget freeze at
this time," Reardon said.
Chancellor Dumke met Friday
with all state college presidents in
Los Angeles, as well as with the
executive committee of the Academic Senate, and representatives
from five faculty groups, to explain the freeze’s implications to
the State College system.
Dr. William R. Rogers, one of
three SJS representatives to Academic Senate, had this to say: "I’m
not entirely sure what the freeze
means, but it puts the colleges in
an extremely embarrassing position in recruiting."
He added, "Of course, the governor-elect has every right to hold
up everything while he decides
what is wrong about the present
state policies."
Such a cut would mean some
12,615 students would have to be
turned away from the 19 state
colleges.
As one faculty member put it,
"Just wait until Mr. Reagan hears
the screams of anguished parents
whose kids can’t get in!"

HANDEL’S "MESSIAH" will be performed tonight at 8 in the
San Jose Civic Auditorium. Taking part in the production (from
left) are William Erlendson, professor of music and director of
the production; Miss Helene Joseph, masters candidate in music
and soprano; and Mrs. Ellen Carter, contralto and staff member
at the Idyllwild School of Music. Proceeds from the performance
go to the Music Scholarship Fund.

411 Students Present
’Messiah’ Tonight
Three hundred seventy-one singera of SJS’ combined choruses and
40 musicians of the Symphony
Orchestra will perform Handel’s
"Messiah" at 8 tonight in San Jose
Auditorium.
Prices of tickets are $1 for
adults and 50 cents for children.
Proceeds will go to the Music
Scholarship Fund.
Tickets may be obtained at the
Student Affairs Business Office between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.; at the
box office near the Concert Hall
entrance between 1-5 p.m. and at
the Civic Auditorium box office
before the performance.

Mrs. Kristin Sundquist, SJS graduate, will play the harpsichord.
William Erlendson, professor of
music who organized the A Cappella Choir during the 1930’s, will
direct the choir in its annual
presentation,
DIRECTS CHOIR

The choir has always been under
the direction of Professor Erlendson with the exception of two years
when he was on leave of absence
and two years he served in the
armed forces. During the latter
period the choir was inactive due
to lack of male personnel.
The group has performed with
the San Jose Symphony Orchestra,
SOLOISTS PERFORM
the San Francisco Symphony under
The major female vocal roles Maestro Euriques Jorda and the
will be sung by Miss Helene Joseph, Stanford University Chorus.
soprano and master’s candidate in
music; Mrs. Ellen Carter, contralto and staff member at the
Idyllwild School of Music.
Male soloists will be associate
professors of music, Dr. Edwin
Dunning and Frederick Loadwick.
The SJS chapter of the American Federation of Teachers Friday
approved a statment repudiating
AFL-CIO president George Meany’s
statements on foreign policy.
The resolution called for the
old dissociation of the SJS local
chapter from the recent statements by Meany which express
A special Christmas service featuring lessons and carols will be support for all government deconducted at 7:30 tomorrow night in the Chapel of Reconciliation, cisions in foreign policy for the
300 S. 10th St.
Past 20 years and the Vietnamese
Modeled after the traditional service held at King’s College, war in pat ticular.
Cambridge, tomorrow’s service will be presented by the SJS EcuIn other action, a proposed strike
menical Council, which is composed of the American Baptist, Lutheran, pledge in support of the U.C.
Episcopal, Methodist and United Campus Christian campus ministries. Berkeley teaching assistants was
referred to committee for reworking. A statement will be sent to
Interviews for one position on the Spartan Shops, Inc., will be members for it mail vote.
2:30
p.m.
in the College Union. Spartan Shone, Inc., is
held today at.
Regarding the recent proposed
the board of directors of the Spartan Bookstore and the Spartan cut of 60 staff positions at SJS,
Cafeteria.
Dr. John Galm, local AFT president, stated that he has been informed that the chief error lay
The campus drive for the Florence Flood Relief fund continues with the State Department of Fithis week, collecting donations for the victims of the Italian flood nance. "Chances seem good that
disaster.
most of the posts will be restored,"
A booth in front of the bookstore is available for those wishing he stated.
to contribute, or donations may he sent to the foreign languages office,
lie further stated that the
according to Dr. Sebastian Cassarino, assistant professor of foreign cent Department of Finance aclanguages, organizer of the drive.
tion, freezing budgets for the state
colleges, has the effects of eliminating all additional staff positions
The first German Table begins today, at 12:30 in the southwest including the original 60.
corner of the cafeteria. The table will meet each Tuesday, Wednesday
"It would be impossible to live
and Thursday, according to Joyce Preston, a member of the German with the conditions of that budget
Club and organizer of the foreign language table.
freeze. The AFT will take action
Instructors of German will be on hand, she said, as well as German if the budget is not adequate for
club members and advanced students to help anyone with special normal operation of the college,"
language problems. Only German is spoken at the table.
Gaim stated,
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Pres. Clark:

’Freedom at SJS
Surpasses U.C.’s’
By RICK SKINNER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Answering recent charges of "administrative paternalism" at SJS,
Pres. Robert D. Clark declared in
a conference yesterday with Spartan Daily editor, Dick Daniels,
"Our students have had greater
freedoms than those students at
the University of California at
Berkeley."
The president said, "We haven’t
given students enough participation in curriculum planning in the
past. However, this does not mean
I am in favor of a student takeover. So I guess this makes me
some sort of paternalistic figure.
"The role of the administration
is to get those things done that
ought to be done. This involves cooperation between the administration, the faculty and the students.
The administration also has to be
concerned with day-today operations. But this is often overdone,"
he admitted.
PRES. CRITICIZED
Dr. Clark was the object of
student criticism Dec. 3 during a
"sympathy rally" held hi SJS to
support U.C. students who were
engaged in a strike against their
administration in Berkeley.
Dr. Clark was accused by several students of "benevolent dictatorship," "discrimination in deciding which sides of truth we
hear," and of being "petty, arbitrary and ridiculous in issuing his
directive." Pres. Clark’s directive,
released last summer, sets down
administrative policy regarding student affairs on the SJS campus.
While rebutting these charges,
Dr. Clark had high praise for the
proposed Experimental College program, introduced to ASB council
Nov. 23.
"The Experimental College program is much concerned with
values which have been neglected,"
the ;...,sident said. "The program
can provide for closer relationships
between the professor and student
This relationship is in focus when
the professor and student are
reaching for the same goals."
PLAN’S BENEFITS
Pres. Clark explained, if the
student and his instructor are both
working in the same major field,
the Experimental College, by enabling them to communicate to a
greater degree, would be particularly beneficial,
"The Experimental College is a
beginning," Dr. Clark added, "but
we have to find a way to give
students credit (for the classes
they would take) and the faculty
credit for this teaching load. I am
in favor of a seminar program
for all students."
Currently, the SJS curriculum
recognizes, under the Tutorials
Program, seminar-type education

for lower-division students only.
The Experimental College proposes
seminars on all levels of study.
"While I’m in favor of students
developing their own curriculum.
I don’t favor a student takeover
of curriculum planning. The main
reason for this Is their lack of
experience. But the Experimental
College could provide continuity in
education in addition to student
praticipation."

’Sex Problems
Deficiencies
Of Ourselves’
"The sexual problems people
bring today for therapy are rarely
struggles against social prohibitions, but much more often are
deficiencies within themselves, such
as the lack of potency or the lack
of capacity to have strong feelings
in responding to the sexual partner."
Dr. Rollo May, fall forum lecturer, told this to a capacity audience in Morris Dailey Auditorium
in a noon address yesterday.
"The most common problem now
is not social taboos on sexual activity or guilt feelings about sex in
itself, but the fact that sex for
so many people is an empty, mechanical and vacuous experience,"
the award winning psychologist
and author stressed during yesterday’s lecture on "Dilemma in Sex
and Love in Our Culture."
The lecturer said that now a
man performs interocurse with the
attitude of imploring the woman
to "please be satisfied." This emphasis on technique backfires in
lack of passion.
"If the man is mainly concerned
with satisfying the woman, his full
abandon and active strength do not
come into the relationship, and in
many cases this is precisely the
reason the woman does not receive
full gratfication," the psychiatrist
asserted.
Dr. Rollo May, who calls sexual
intercourse a way of communication
something one can do when
one runs out of conversation
continued to emphasize the dilemma in sex: "Highly vaunted sexual
freedom becomes a sexual puritanism, the alienation of body from
mind."
"The tendency to separate sexual
activities from the rest of the self
is illustrated by the puritan, but
it is noted that libertinism, the
opposite to puritanism, commits
exactly the same error of separating sex from the self," declared
Dr. May.

’Oxford Debate’ To Cover
SJS Contraceptive Issue
By JIM RAUH
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
For the first time on the SJS
campus a "verbal free-for-all,"
better known as an Oxford Union
Debate, will be held tomorrow at
3:45 p.m. in CH226.
The debaters will attempt to
resolve the issue: "That contraceptives should be available to SJS
students in the college Health
Center."
Sponsored by the Speech department’s Organization for Associated Students In Speech, (OASIS),
the Oxford Union Debate, as the
name implies, was first used at
Oxford University in Oxford, England.
Different front the types of debate usually seen in America, the
Oxford debate consists of four
speeches of five minutes each, ( two
speakers for the affirmative and
two for the negative side of the
question), and then an open -floor
debate in which either students or
faculty may participate.
FLOOR SPEECHES
Speeches from the floor are three
minutes in duration and may be
in support or in opposition to any
argument advanced by either the
negative or affirmative side.
Macy McFarland, publicity chairman for OASIS, stated yesterday,
"OASIS is sponsoring this debate
in an effort to gain the interest
not only of speech major::, but
anyone interested in organized debates or speech in any form.
Earning the description of a

"verbal free-for-all," the Oxford
Union Debate allows hissing, tiro,,
ing, cheering and clapping at any
time the house is in session.
It requires that members of the
audience sit on either the affirmative or the negative sides of the
house, but will allow anyone to
change sides at any time during
the controversy if they are so
moved to do so.
AYE SIDE
Speaking for affirmative side
of the contraceptive question will
be S.TS speech majors Sue Stamper
and Bruce Compton. The negative
side will be upheld by Sylvia
Crlinjaka, speech major, and Paul
Murray, math major.
As stipulated in the Oxford
Union Debate rules, the house (in
this case CH226) will admit no one
after the speeches have begun.
The debate will begin precisely at
3:45 p.m. tomorrow,
"After this first inaugural Oxford debate, OASIS plans to present one per semester on the SJS
campus debating some controversial subject," Miss McFarland explained.
"This event gives the student
student the opportunity to become acquainted with the techniques of debate as well as allowIng him the chance to voice his
opinion on this controversial subject," she said.
Any student or faculty member interested in free debate in
any form, or anyone who enjoys
speaking in a format such as the
Oxford debate, is invited to attend.
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By LINDA LAMANNO
It was the night before Christmas
And down in the city
The windows were neoned,
The merchants cried pity.

Adv. Mgr.__ LEA ANN HERNANDEZ

A new idea had taken hold:
The people were doing it fine;
They decided when the season began.
They would hold down their
spending time.

Staff Editorial

Opportunity Missed
Christmas in San Jose this year will
be u little less grand than it might have
been.
The Metropolitan Associates’ "Chrismast in Foreign Lands" program which
folded this week is a sad example of
a missed opportunity in community
relations.
Citizens dashing through the streets,
on their shopping sprees, will have no
reason to think about SJS. Only eight
campus organizations registered for the
program. Approximately 180 invitations had been sent out.
This is a particularly disturbing
statistic because 45 business firms
agreed to give their display windows
to SJS organizations.
Metropolitan Associates, the Santa
Claus of the proposed contest, has
agreed to hold the program again next
year.
This business and professional association, which has donated SJS scholarships and plans to investigate student housing interests, has agreed to
promote next year’s contest earlier in
the semester. This undoubtedly will
help the chances for a successful program.
The small number of entrants, however, is nonetheless alarming. Campus
organizations had five weeks to forrou-

Rejection
Self Imposed
We talk about the anonymity of the
college student on the large college or
university campus today.
He is made to feel alone and rejected as a human being and important
only as a seat number or a final grade.
In reality he makes his own anonymity. Does he want to communicate with
others? Does he want to feel accepted
by a group or organization?
If he really does, there is ample
opportunity on this campus and other
"large education factories" for any stuAis-rit to in% olve himself in many activities and projects in which he "could
find himself."
The almost innumerable campus
church groups offer students a wide
range of social as well as intellectual
activities.
The political and social action
groups, well defined and active on this
campus. are other outlets for students
to get involved in other than purely
academic activities.
Almost every major field on the
SJS campus has a society or fraternal
organization to help students meet
others in their particular field.
For the more socially oriented, sororities and fraternities offer friendship as well as the opportunity to
identify with a group.
If a student at this point still feels
that he is not and cannot be a part of
the SJS college community. he should
re-evaluate his needs and his attempt
to fulfill them.
A student has to communicate with
people, not institutions. Find them
where he may, there are people who
are willing and who want to communinicate to others.

They would sing carols instead
And give gifts from the heart.
Staying home with their loved ones
Was how they made a start.

late plans for this year’s display. That
only eight showed enough interest to
make the effort points up the sad lack
of identity this college has with the
city.
Student body officials say they are
confident that given more time, the
campus organizat s will respond to
the contest.
Metro A is indeed a Santa Claus
to give our clubs another chance. Let’s
hope SJS students hop on the sleigh
J.B.
a lot faster next fall.

And downtown the dealers
With their signs saying "sale"
Could look at their stocked shelves
And freely cry and wail.
But then as the clock struck,
Midnight was on the land,
Even the merchants felt differently
And closed the old selling stand.
Homeward they turned tired feet.
To the loved ones waiting there,
Giving and taking the goodness
And feeling that life was quite fair.
And the last words they said,
Why you know them all right,
Were "Merry Christmas, you all,
And you just have a good night."

Thrust and Parry

’Heavy Rain Hurt SJS Sympathy Rally’
Columnist ’Facts’ Hit
As Ignorant ’Rabbling’
Editor:
It has been said that having a superficial
knowledge of a subject can be dangerous; it
can mislead a person into an erroneous conclusion. To carry this one step further, a
conclusion based upon total ignorance can be
tragic.
Such is the logic of Frank Sweeney. His
appalling ignorance of the free speech crisis
in the university, displayed in his latest Kaleidoscope column, undoubtedly will cause
rational students to forsake any faith in his
journalistic babblings they may have accrued.
I would like to challenge some of Sweeney’s
alleged facts and accusations. I am not challenging his opinions . . , only his "factual"
premises:
(1) The sympathy rally for the U.C. students was hurt tremendously by the heavy
rain. I, as an SDS member, was not even
aware that the Seventh Street rally had been
moved to Morris Dailey Auditorium. ’21 Sweeney’s attendance figure of 200 obviously was
taken from Rick Skinner’s ’another Spartan
Daily wonder) story on Monday. This is a
gross underestimate. Even the conservative
San Jose Mercury estimated the audience to
be "at least 400." One wonders whether the
Daily’s Dynamic Duo was even present at the
event they profess to know so much about.
(3) The Free Speech Movement in 1964 did
not "degenerate" into the "filthy speech movement." The two were heterogeneous. The first
resulted in the arrest of 814 students, the
second in eight non-student arrests. One had
the sanction and sympathy of the student
body and the faculty, the other was autonomous and spontaneous.
I want again to emphasize that I am challenging only Sweeney’s matter-of-fact misstatements; I hope his next column does not
.
cry about the hypocrisy of the New Left
how it champions free speech while trying to
stifle opposition ryes, Frank, you of the Same
Old Right also whine and whimperi.
In conclusion, I would like to request of
Sweeney that in the future when he asserts
the New Left’s desire to "dissent for dissent’s
sake," he offer evidence; that when he doubts
the New Left leaders’ integrity by implying
that they don’t really "care about low wages
in the cafeteria," he tell us why; when he
accuses SDS members of anarchism, he substantiate it with fact and, if the new rebellion
at Berkeley "lacks support by all elements of
the college society," he give us proof.
We have seen too many emotional platitudes
the Kaleidoscope column. To you, Frank
Sweeney, this is a challenge. We will watch
for factually substantiated editorials in the
future.

in

Ted Kogon
A15447

Critic Rebuttal Called
’Sidestepping, Illogical’
Editor:
Mark Sutter’s attempted rebuttal to my col rural challenging the New Left is about what
might have expected from a New Leftist
sidestepping.
He seems to resent my implication that an
illogical viewpoint is devoid of common sense,
but he doesn’t explain how it could be considered in any other light.
He complains that the challenges to the
Left presented by me were presented without
any logical development. But he forgets that
the value of a good challenge is that it eontains enough information in itself to cause

furl tar’ r.orisideration of the object of the
challenge.
Ile fails to answer my challenge about finding the word "democracy" in the Constitution before thinking of this nation as a democracy by asking if the word "Communism"
appears in the USSR’s constitution. Thus he
forgets that there is supposedly some difference in the moral basis of government between the two nations. Perhaps for Sutter
there is no difference.
Sutter departs front the mode of logical
scientific inquiry in the determination of
truths with regard to judging capitalism to
be good or evil. He seems willing to accept a
corruption as an example of :in idea in its
pure form. He asks me to "find an example
of pure communism" befote I decry its evils.
He forgets that I have never said I was
against the economic system of communism
as found in an Israeli commune but rather
against the force and tyranny of "Communism" as found in the Soviet Union or Red
China today. Thus Sutter accuses me of being
against something which I am not. He also
thus sidesteps the challenge to prove the
"liberal" accusation that capitalism rather
than collectivist force was responsible for
the "social problems" of the past century.
Sutter further proceeds to sidestep a little
more in meeting my next two challenges in
much the same manner as above. I might
suggest that Sutter take some of his own
advice with which he concluded his letter and
remember next time he attempts to rebut me
that "solutions will be no better than the
premises, facts and logic upon which they are
based." I would suggest that Sutter’s "solutions" are lacking in all three areas.
Al Mason
A7392

Professor Asks, ’What
Is Cooperation’s Value?’
Editor:
Since I have always believed that fraternities have the potential of providing a valuable
and unique educational experience, I was
dismayed that not the slightest hint of it
could be found in a recent letter by Garth
Steen, pieSident of Sigma Pi fraternity.
He speaks of the value of cooperative work
on fraternity functions. But surely this is
not an end in itself. What, then. is it valuable
for? We are told that the fraternity experience is valuable in learning to adapt to society
"after graduation." The proof offered for this
is that an "almost unbelievable percentage of
successful people in every field from business
to politics are fraternity members."
I looked in vain in Mr. Steen’s letter for
any kind of genuine social concern, or of
interest in ideas, which is. after all, what
higher education is all about. I found instead
an attempt to defend a conventional system
of values by an ad hominem attack on the
New belt for their supposed clothing and
bathing habits. I would be surprised, considering the methods used to defend his outlook, if it was developed independently,
through rational deliberation.
Nolxxly can force a person to think critically
about his own presuppositions, or to try to
understand society, and to make it better,
rather than "adapting" to society by simply
accepting and blindly defending it. But a
college degree should he more than a passport
to a prosperous business career. One hopes
that it might have aroused in the graduate a
social consciousness and an intellectual curiosity which should become a permanent part
of his life. Without it, life cannot fail to be
bland and basically unsatisfying. If the fraternity system cannot foster tnote than muti oil support for what amounts to a complacent
acceptance of what is, then it, and what It

stands for, is indeed dead, and with it the
unfulfilled promise of an educational experience unlikely to be found anywhere else.
Craig Harrison
Asslatant Professor,
Philosophy

Communism Not Threat
To Tietnik’ Forerunners
Editor
With the indulgence of the Daily staff, I
submit my annual letter on Viet Nam. Lincoln
opposed the Mexican War; Mark Twain and
Andrew Carnegie attacked U.S. suppression
of the Philippine insurrection. They did not,
of course, have to contend with our holy crusade of anti -communism, but my point is
that we Vietniks are in good company, historically speaking.
However, it is a company that is not organized, at least among the faculty. I don’t
see why we can’t have at least a committee
of correspondence, so that SJS faculty members could, for example, have taken their
place in the band of distinguished scholars
and peaceful patriots who picketed the Port
Chicago facilities last week. We had better do
our protest marching now, I think. It may not
be allowed very much longer.
A colleague in the Business Department
recently wrote a thoughtful letter to the
Daily, asking why the United States can do
nothing about this war. According to an
article in Newsweek, North Vietnamese feelers
for negotiations were reported by U Thant
to the U.S. government on three separate
occasions an each time were rejected out
of hand. (On one occasion the U.S. did not
even deign to reply to the Secretary General.)
In the present state of international anarchy,
what more can the U.N. do?
If we cannot believe in the good faith of
our adversaries sufficiently to listen to their
proposals, the only alternative obviously is
to annihilate them. And that is just what we
are doing.
Robert D. Pepper
Assistant Professor,
English and Humanities
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This tale’s not true
And really far out,
But what a Christmas it could he
If it all came about.
The purpose, of course,
Is to get you to reason
Of the true meaning behind
This, the Christmas season.

Staff Comment

Responsibility
For Action
By JIM BREWER
Spartan Daily ASB Reporter
I’ve been wondering just how long Graduate Representative and SDS leader Phil
Whitten can continue making statements
and promises to the student body before
students stop listening to him or he starts
backing up his over-zealous mouth with
a little action.
Since the begitming of the year, he has
been in the campus news making revolutionary proposals and, with only one possible exception, so far all that has resulted
from them is varying degrees of nothing.
It all began last September when Whitten proposed a radical solution to the SJS
parking problem. In three in-depth front
page stories, the Daily revealed his plans
directed at the City Council for a large
student park-in, as well as plans for a
shuttle bus service and several new lots.
The student body, behind the leadership of
the new campus leader, was primed for
actionwell?
And then there was his proposal for a
24-hour library service spurred by a mass
sit-in demonstration that the head librarian
shot down in one day.
Somehow Whitten seems to feel that
by telling the student body that SDS did
not sponsor, but merely supported the two
demonstrations against military recruiting
on campus, he attained some sort of
sanctity from the moral responsibility.
Whitten advertised that Mario Savio
might attend the SJS Berkeley sympathy
rally of two weeks ago. Of course Savio
is going to leave 8,000 student strikers to
come and speak to a crowd of 400 curiosity
seekers. After he didn’t show, the 400
quickly dwindled to a mere 40 leftist
puppets. I wonder why Savio’s name WM
suggested?
At Student Council meetings, Whitten
likes to make irrelevant and unnecessary
comments. Last week he sent a note to
the chairman threatening that if his wishes
for a roll call vote were not fulfilled, he
things
would ,to all he could to "
It was Whitten’s suggestion to request
Judiciary action concerning the annual
Christmas Tree Lighting Ceremony because he feels it a violation of the separalion of church and state. I wonder if he
feels he really is representing the interests
of the graduate students on that council.
Recently he criticized the Daily for its
policy in determining what stories actually
were newsworthy. Well, one requirement
of a news 141,ry is that Ito front a
RELIABLE SOURCE!
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Finalists in Today’s
Interpretation Contest
and Dr. Haj J. Todd,
Department chairman.

Six finalists will compete for
the $50 Dr. Dorothy Kaucher
Oral Interpretation award by
presenting seven minute readings at 3:30 p.m. today in the
Studio Theatre, SD103. Admission is free and open to the
campus community.

Rainer Maria Rilke’s "Requiem
for the Death of a Boy" will be
interpreted by Cynthia Coutts,
freshman psychology major, and
Mclaverty’s "Pigeons" will be
performed by Craig Niesler,
sophomore commercial art major.
Edna St. Vincent Millay’s
"Sonnets XIII, XV and Passer
Mortutai" will be read by Natalie
Thompson, junior speech major,
and selections from Mary Renault’s "Mask of Appollo" by
Steven Trinwith, senior drama
major.

r.

Dram.,

Trini Lopez Tops
Winter Season’s
Circle Star Bill

Judges for the final readings
are Dr. Vio Mae Powell, former
chairman of the Speech and
Drama Department at Idaho
State College, Alden Smith, SJS
associate professor of speech,

The Circle Star Theater in
San Carlos will present Trini
Lopez t oda y through Sunday,
Dec. 18, Besides Lopez, the bill
will feat ure guest comedians
Marty Allen and Steve Rossi.
Tickets are available at the
Circle Star box office and all
agencies. Mail orders should be
sent to the theatre, P.O. Box,
1117, San Carlos.
Other performers booked by
Sammy Lewis and Danny Dare
for the Theatre early next year
include Liberace, January 31Feb. 5; Roger Miller plus the
Doodletown Pipers, Feb. 7-12;
Hawaiian entertainer Don Ho
and the Allis, Feb. 14-19; and
the Righteous Brothers, plus
Brazil ’66, Feb. 21-26.
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Wild Styles
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KAUCHER ORAL INTERPRETATION Contest
finalists are pictured above. In the foreground,
from left, are Cynthia Coutts, frosh psychology
major; Benita Brazier, junior drama major; and
Peggy Cosgrove, sophomore drama major.

by

Vince

Behind them, from left, are Steve Trinwith, senior drama major; Natalie Thompson, junior
speech major, and Craig Niesler, sophomore
commercial art major.

Nazi Documentary, Propaganda.

By BILL RILEY
When you combine a brilliant
film editor and a Nazi party
rally, you are bound to produce
an amazing film. "Triumph of
the Will" by Leni Riefenstahl is
just such a film.
"Triumph of the Will," this
week’s Classic Film, to be shown
at 3:30 and 7 p.m. in Morris
Dailey, was made as a filmic
record of the 1934 Nuremburg
Party rally. Since its release in
1936, however, "Triumph of the
Will" and editor Leni Riefenstahl
have been the centers of almost
constant controversy.
When the film was released,

it was immediately labeled as
Nazi propaganda and as a result
it has been banned or suppressed
in almost every country of the
world at one time or another.
As an example, the film was
confiscated by the United States
Justice Department in 1941 after
Pearl Harbor. It was not released from Justice Department
jurisdiction until 1963, almost 20
years after World War H ended.
"Triumph of the Will" is certainly an impressive film. However, this seems to be the only
legitimate basis for labeling the
film as propaganda.
"Triumph of the Will" is a true
historical document. Unlike persuasive films, it is made without
narration and the viewer is left
to make his own judgment.
The Nuremburg Party rallies
were annual events for the Nazis
and, one year after Hitler became chancellor of Germany, he

By ELAINE GRAVES
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
It’s that time of year again.
Students dig deep in their pockets and hunt up the last bank
balance, only to discover they
have little extra money to buy
Christmas gifts.
What to do? The gift of just
giving one’s time and effort is
gone these days. But it still remains the least expensive, yet
most appreciated and remembered one. Too much emphasis is
placed upon expensive material
gifts.
Students usually don’t think of
the gift of a favor. For example,
a coed can write, "I owe you
three free babysitting nights" on
a Christmas card as her gift to
a grateful mother. Or another
possibility is a card with the
words, "I owe you one homecooked meal each week for the
month of January." Boy friends
always appreciate this one.
These gifts don’t cost any

money. They only cost the time
of thinking about what a student
can do to make someone else
happy. It is a gift of volunteer
work which benefits both giver
and receiver far more than the
material wealth of an expensive
gift.
A special book recommended
by a professor, but one which a
student couldn’t buy because of
all the other required books he
needed, would be appreciated as
a Christmas gift.
One doesn’t necessarily have
to be an art major or a home
economics major to paint, sculpt,
cook or sew a gift. Homemade
gifts still remain a favorite. No
machine can ever accomplish the
extra care and time expended to
create a distinctive gift which
the giver made himself.
The giver with a wealth of
imagination, rather than a
wealth of money, is fortunate
enough to give the treasured gift
of Chri.1 rims thoughtfulness.

SPECIAL
STUDENT’S DINNER
Choose from
Roast Beef, Chicken,
Sauerbraten and
other Entrees

personally commissioned Leni
Riefenstahl, a well-known German actress, to film the 1934
rally.
Miss Riefenstahl proceeded to
organize a crew of 93 cameramen. The camera crews were
positioned all over the huge rally
stadium, some even working from
small rail cars and balloons.
But, what is most amazing,
from the technical standpoint,
was the two years of work Miss
Riefenstahl devoted to editing
the film into the three hour film
released. (The Classic Film version which will be shown is a
two-hour version.)
No matter what your final
judgment, "Triumph of

the Will"
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is a fascinating film to view, and
it will give you a unique glimpse
of Nazi Germany.
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Classic Film Tomorrow
(EDITOR’S NOTE: There has been
much debate as to whether tomorrow’s Classic Film is documentary or propaganda. The former
view, in the minority, is argued
here by Bill Riley, senior advertising
major who has studied the psychology of propaganda and film
and who has visited Germany.)
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MARRIED & GRADUATE
STUDENTS

"KOOL"
WARM PANTS
stove-pipes. bells, hiphuggers, in plaids,
stripes and checks.
$8.95 & up

nteresta

during he annual Christmas
tree lighting ceremony in front
of the Engineering Building.
At 715 p.m. KSJS will broadcast the varsity -alumni basketball game from the Men’s Gym
with announcers Hal Ramey and
Marc Roberts.
The remainder of the program
will largely be spontaneous according to the hosts. Anchor
position of the program will be
SE/121, and SJS students are
welcome to stop by fin. refreshments.

The Sierra Vacatiors Cue t Boot
,
AAA ski loci,.
,-,; and at Hea.,
at beautiful Tahoe Paradise near Echo C
Valley, both for $6 per day, weekends included, I to 4 persons
per room. Includes TV., queen beds, and electric blankets.

BRITISH
WINTER JACKETS
double breasted pea
coats. rawhide, suede,
$9.95 & up
wool.

separa-

’ront

hob Meyers, senior radio-tide vision major, and Marc Roberts,
senior industiral relations major,
will be co-hosts of a Christmas
show to be broadcast live on
KSJS, campus radio station 90.7
111C. from 9:30-10 p.m. tomorrow.
"Spirit of Christmas ’66" will
he the theme of the program
produced by Mike Brinks, sophomore radio-television major, and
Joe Peterson, sophomore industrial arts major.
The program will broadcast
music and speeches present, tt

PARAGON VW REPAIR

.evolu-

.1

KSJS To Broadcast Live
Tree Lighting Ceremony

Noreen LaBarge Mitchell, associate professor of drama and
contest coordinator, will present
the award.
"Catalog," a color film featuring computer designs, will be
shown while the judges decide
on the winner,
The award was begun 17 years
ago by an anonymous done/ who
gave $150 to the Drama Department. The fund has since been
augmenter by proceeds from SJS
Readers Theatre productions,
next of which will be Thorton
Wilder’s "Ides of March."
The Kaucher award is named
after the SJS emeritus professor
of speech.
The contestants will be judged
on four bases: choice of material,
understanding of author’s emotional and intellectual intent,
presentational skills, and communication and audience contact.

Margaret Walker’s "For My
People" will be presented by
Benita Brazier, junior drama major, and W. H. Auden’s poems,
Like
"Law
"The Average,"
Love," "Are You There?" "But
I Can’t" "Danse Macabre." will
be read by Peggy Cosgrave,
sophomore drama major.

On.
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hill Range of Sizes
Pierced and Pierced Looking Earrings
Special 10% discount to Students.
Kishie

495 Park Ave.

286-6165
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In Rare Spartan Gym Appearance

Spartans Take On Alumni Cagers Tomorrow Night
By LEE JUILLERAT
Spartan Daily Sports Editor
Fresh off their most productive
evening in school history, Spartan
basketballers put their wares on
display in a rare Spartan Gym
appearance tomorrow night.
Although the competition is not
of any league caliber, it could be

one of the better units assembled
versus Danny Glines’ cagers this
year.
Three regulars from last year’s
, team and others from recent years
join together as an Alumni squad
, to face the varsity at 8 p.m.
S. T. Sa-ffold, the Spartans No.
2 all-time scorer, Pete Newell and

Merry Christmas
and
Happy Motoring
from the staff

*

of

GAR AGE EUROPA
ISO LINCOLN AVENUE

29S-90112

Newspaper Reviews of
Dr. John Gilbaugh’s Book

"A PLEA FOR SANITY IN THE
PUBLIC COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES"
of self-interest groups to seize control
Atter,.
of our olio colleges and universities are forcing
the institutions into educational chaos, one of
California s most distinguished educators reveals
in a recently issued book titled, ’A Plea for Sanity
in the Public Colleges and Universities.’ "
Woody Johannes in
The Deny Tronserlpf
Concord, Cilifornia
’ We think Dr. Gilbaugh has hit the nail dead
Editorial in
The Antioch Ledger
Antioch, California
The book has been listed in:
The Rotarian Magazine
Publishers’ Weekly
Vertical File Index
Dr. Gilbaugh’s Plea for Sanity is on sale at:
Spartan Bookstore
r,ght on CarTIFJUS..

Roberts Bookstor
330 s. lOth
Powell’s Bookstore
BO s I st

At $1

per copy

CHRISTMAS LAY-AWAY

AUTO TAPE PLAYERS

FROM
$4995

ALL CUSTOM TAPES $5

San Jose
Auto Tape Center
3123 Williamsburg Dr.
at Winchester
Behind McDonald’s

Frank Tarrantts, a pair of high scoring three-year veterans, and a
host of other returnees will lead
the Alumni troops.
Besides the three, Harry Edwards and Joe Braun may make
appearances. Edwards, a giant at
6-4 and 235 pounds, and Bratm.
another bulky ex-center, would
provide plenty of height and size.
Although the remainder of the

PHONE
378-4301

*

squad is not yet known. SJS officials expect to add some speed with
former guards like Jack Gleason,
Ron Labetich and Al Jancsi.
The Spartan varsity will have
plenty of counter-talent. After seeing seven players hit the double

figures in Saturday evenings 11E85 trouncing over Idaho State, SJS
hopes to pull off a similar showing
tomorrow.
In registering the lopsided win,
the Spartans rewrote five records.
The total point mark a 101.

*

Return To
Works hed
For Frosh
Stan Morrison is sending his
Freshman basketball team to the
workshed, but it won’t matter if
he does forget to bring his switch.
It isn’t that Friday’s 60-52 loss to
the College of San Mateo angered
Morrison that much, but he is
planning to stress fundamentals
again.
The frosh will try again to even
its season record tomorrow evening at 6 against the Spartan
junior varsity in the preliminary
to the Alumni game.
Friday the Spartababes travel
to Monterey to face Monterey
Peninsula College.
Injury problems are continuing
to hamper Morrison’s team. Cohy
Dietrick, 6-9 center may not he
ready for Wednesday’s game although he is expected back Friday.
Guard and captain Dave Malkin
suffered a heart fibulation late in
Friday’s contest at San Mateo and
could have to forego basketball.
Morrison is waiting for tests until
a final decision is made.
In high school Malkin suffered
the same injury in his junior year,
but tests showed that he was completely healed.
After battling back to knot the
strong Bulldogs 34-34 at halftime,
the Spartababes juMped off to an
early lead in the second period.
"We let them off the hook,"
Morrison said. "We let them take
command late in the game. I guess
that is a characteristic of a freshman team."
Morrison singled out center Ken
Harness for rebounding and defensive work. Harness has been replacing Dietrick for the past two
games and will probably start tomorrow if Dietrick is still out.
The r ookie coach was also
pleased with the play of reserve
guards Ken Stahl and Joe Salmi.
One of these players will move into
the starting lineup if Malkin is
lost.
Bearnie Veasey paced tho Spartababes for the second straight
game with 14 points. Malkin followed with 11, and Bud LeFever
had 10.
The Spartan frosh will probably
have another tough game Friday
against Monterey Peninsula, which
has shown strong potential so far
this season.
- - For pretty holiday
shoes, take yours to
ECONOMY
SHOE REPAIR
43 E. Santa Clara
294-9929

championship by dumping Portland
State 100-81 Saturday.
. Spartan coach Glines was especially gratified after the win over
the Diablos Saturday. "It was a
igreat win for us after our loss to
LAS. A team usually lets down in
BROKEN RECORDS
a situation like this so it was a
Former records were 53 points in ! gratifying victory."
a half against Pepperdine last year
PREP FOR TRIP
and against Fresno State in 1956.
Tomorrow night’s battle with the
39 field goals versus Pepperdine
last season, 22 field goals in a Alumni, although not an official
half against Pepperdine in 1956 I game, should prep the Spartans for
and ’66, and 96 attempts against their rugged Christmas vacation
trip.
Oregon in 1952.
Games over the holiday include
Besides the records, the Spartans also "found" another scorer two dates with Nevada on Dec. 20
and 21, a visit to Utah in Salt Lake
in Don McConnell.
WCAC tourney, to
In firing in 26 points to lead City and the
Auditorium.
the Spartans in Friday’s losing ef- be held in the Civic
fort to Las Angeles State, McConnell established his ability. He
proved the performance to be no
fluke by rebounding the following
evening to pour in 13 more.
Swim coach Tom O’Neill is still
on the lookout for freshman swimALL-TOURNEY
mers and divers. "We have not
McConnell earned All -Tourna- had any inquiries so far," notes
ment recognition, the lone Spartan the coach, "and we desperately
representative. Others named were need freshmen--especially divers."
LAS’s Cary Smith. Joe Davis and
O’Neill’s plea is especially urgent
Joe Barnes and Portland State’s for divers as the Spartababes lack
Bill Wilkinson.
any at present. "Even those with
San Jose’s victory gave them the limited experience are welcome to
turn out," reports the coach, "beConsolation title.
LAS. who topped SJS 79-67 the cause we stand to lose points
opening evening, took the tourney every meet."
set against Pepperdine last year,
was the biggest standard to full.
Other marks included most points
in a half- -61, most field goals-51,
most field goals in a half-27, and
most field goal attempts -101.

Divers Heeded

CUSTOM CLEANERS
481 E. San Carlos
(between 10th and 11th)

Phone: 298-5839
ALL -TOURNEY SELECTION Don McConnell parlayed productive scoring and defensive games into an All -Tourney berth
at the Knights of Columbus Tournament in Portland, Ore., last
weekend. The husky forward scored a season high of 26 points
in a losing cause against Los Angeles State Friday night, and
came back with 13 points and numerous rebounds in the Spartans’ record breaking performance in S..turday night’s console.’
tion game with Idaho State. The junior from Napa stands 6-3
and weight 205 pounds wihch helps him power his way under the
boards.

Intramural Announcements
WRESTLING
Sigma Phi Epsilon captured the
intramural wrestling championship
Friday afternoon, soundly defeating two independent teams.
Me and Them finished second
with 56 points, and Fish A-Go-Go
recorded 53 for third. The victors
had 73.
Only one decision was registered
via a pin. That came in the 167pound class when Dave Brigham
dumped Len Waller.
In other bouts, Yosh Sato and
Craig Richardson won the 123 and
130 poun it classes, respectively,
when Tonly Coppola and Kirby
Gilliliand forfeited.
Dennis Wong defeated Mike
James, 137; Mike Kenna topped
Jack Gary, 145; Barry Brown beat
Greg Thompson, 152; Javier
Arvilies downed Greg Hind, 160;
Bruce Campbell defeated George
Sousa, 177; Jack Likins bettered

Clark Heinrich, 191, and Roger
Miller won the heavyweight crown
over Bill Meyer.
JUDO TOI’RNAMENT
The Novice Judo Tournament,
under the direction of judo coach
Yosh Uchida and director Roger
Miller, opens today.
Competition will be held, in five
weight classes: 135, 150, 165 and
185 pounds and heavyweight.
BASKETBALL TOI*RNAMENT
Anyone interested in entering a
team in the pre-season intramural
basketball tounrament must attend
a captain’s meeting tomorrow at
3:30 p.m. in MG201.
The tournament will start
Thursday, Jan. 5 and he used to
guide Intrathural Director Dan
Unruh in classifying teams for
regular league play.
Unruh additionally needs officials for basketball. Those interested should contact him in the
intramural office, MG121.

9ujiyama 9rdest4 Real:wind
Lunches and dinners featuring sukiyaki, seafood, teriyaki chicken
and teriyaki steaks in a delightful atmosphere.
850 MERIDIAN AVE.

PHONE 294-1330

ARE YOU SURE YOU’
KNOW WHAT YOU’RE DOING?

FAMOUS FACIT PORTABLE TYPEWRITER
1966 MODEL
Standard size keyboard
Five setting touch
control.
Three line and halfline spacing.
Quality Swedish steel.
Mechanical Memory
tabulators.
Traveling case and
home -use cover.
Ball bearing carriage.

NOW $84"
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AND
LABOR
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FREE Parking
South Third St.
Entrance
170 South Second Street

286-2610

OTHER TICKETS
VALIDATED

Round Trip
From San Jos*
to London:
From Parh
to San Jose:
or
From San Jos.
to tondon:
From Paris
to San Jose:

JUNE 13
SEPT. 10

People in love have a arazy way of getting wrapped
up in each other and forgetting about everything else.
So, unless you want to make a mistake, forget about lovei
when you’re buying a diamond ring.
If you’d like some expert help, in fad, go see your’
ArtCarved jeweler. He has beautiful diamond rings from \
$150 to over $1000. Every one has a gemologist’s evaluation
inscribed on the inner band. Every oasis guaranteed.
So don’t get emotional at a time like this. Get careful.;
If you don’t know anything about diamonds, see your
ArtCarved jeweler. He does.

21/4-t Carved’

JUNE 17
SEPT.

Call
Prof. David Mage
at SJS, Eat. 2562
at Home, 264-9275

HUDSON’S JEWELERS
56 south First Street
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Gymnast Places Second in All-Around

nitsclay. Decent*, 17 1 CWA
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Coppola Highlights Spartan Invitational
By JIM STREET
Spartan Daily Spurts Writer
Tony Coppola returned to his
regular top-flight form that had
persisted his first

two years of

gymnastics to highlight the SJS

Invitational Friday night in Spartan Gym.
The 5-2 performer came within
.05 of a percentage point of capturing all-around honors for the
meet. Cal’s Gary Diamond tallied
47.95 points in the six all-around

!SPARTNN

Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty

10% DISCOL NT

horse and closed out his productive
WITII ASB CARD
night with a sixth place in the
rings.
Jennett praised the perfromance
Art Cleaners
of his gymnasts, especially that of
398 E. Santa Clara
293-1030
Coppola, but admitted his team
would have to be revamped following the sudden decision by Wolfe.
SPECIAL FOR
Fjestad was one of the most out535 E. Santa Clara St. ONLY
standing performers for the Froth
last year and has been competing
CLIP THIS COUPON
in three events this year, the coach
commented.
The Spartans’ next test comes
This coupon ant:41.49 is good for a COMthis weekend in the San Francisco
State Invitational. Many of the
PLETE Family Night Dinner I regularly
same teams that participated in
$179) any Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesthe SJS Invitational are expected
day through December 31. Soup, salad
to participate in the Gator Invitavegetable; choice of beverage, entree and
tional, according to Jennett.
dessert.
Former NCAA champion Russ
Mills showed he still has the form
by capturing first place in the
TieiteConirres-:isel:tellionTraiTarit/ NiferiTrie:r \.lastilf 5Sf Orsallisa".iretitretIrsall(s, ’eV 1.
The Spartan wrestling team will r by one point after wrestling six side horse competition.
enjoy a early rest until Jan. 6 after I overtime periods.
TAKE TWO
a hectic early season schedule.
Silva won two matches before
The next contest for the undeInjuring his shoulder and being
feated Spartans will be their
held from further competition.
toughest of the season Jan. 6 when
After wrestling in # pair of dual
they host the always strong Fresno
matches and tournaments, the
State Club.
Spartaris have displayed strength
The Bulldogs finished second in in some divisions, but will have to
the Northern California Invitation- improve in others to battle with
al, while Hugh Mumby’s Sparta some of the stronger teams later
were third.
on their schedule.
Last weekend Gary Lorenl led a
Rich Hamm, Swenson, Lorenz,
five-man SJS contingent to the Gary Ramstetter, Mike Herschfelt.
Mare Island Invitational. Lorenz, Paul Balling and klch Popejoy
a transfer from Foothill College, have yet to be defeated in dual
finished third of 39 wrestlers in the action.
T-M Travel can make a reservation on almost any Christmas flight. One
154 class. Lorenz lost to the event"We will have Sodlitit forth a
of our satisfied customers, a Mr. S. Claus, states, "I let T-M Travel
ual winner 3-2.
good team effort in just about
handle my flights every Christmas."
WIN 4th
every remaining match to win,
Dan Swenson, 137; L.Q. Starling, predicted Mumby. Ile will espec114.5, gained fourths for the Spar- ially have to perfom well against
tans while Joe Silva and Phil Chan Fresno State and iton State at
also participated.
home anti Stanford wil also be nip
Swenson WM in the semifinals and tuck."
events, with Coppola close behind
at 47.90.
The Beers’ Sid Freudenstein,
considered one of the best gymnasts in the country, did not participate because of the death of his
high school coach.
Some of the luster of the Spartans’ attack was taken out after
the meet when Jeff Wolfe, the
other half of SJS’ all-around duo,
informed coach Clair Jennett that
he was quitting the team, for personal reasons presumably.

The move casts Mike Fjestaci into the all-around role.
Coppola started his all-around
night with a fifth -,. ’ace in the free
exercise event. The Spartans’ Doug
Hills placed second in the event,
for his second successive second
place in two weeks.
Trampoline artist Steve Brazis
placed 10th for the Spartans’ only
placer in the top 10.
Coppola added a 10th place in
the side horse, a Wilt place in the
horizontal bar, first in the long

SpivE4s.

Wrestlers Resting
But Worst To Come

Fly Home for Christmas
T-M Travel Agency

60 N. First

HAND
Rugged
TOUGH
Dan Swenson, grappling at the
I37 -pound weight division, has
been one of Hugh Mumby’s dependables so far this season.
A veteran matman, Swenson
has gone through the dual season in undefeated style. He did
lose over the weekend, however,
but he still managed to take
fourth in the Mare Island Invitational. His performance was
one of the Spartans’ top efforts.
Gary Lorenz finished third in
154 and L. Q. Starling nabbed
fourth in the 1141/2 category.

W. C. LEAN JEWELERS

San Jose

293-1033

The Unusual as Usual from Grodins Boutique!
&eteA
’

Stuck for a Gift Idea P
Here are 8 Helpful Hints
For Harried Hunters!

II by settle Jar less?
r

65,000

75,000

BOOKS &
PAPERBACKS

GREETING
CARDS

Books
TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
Stevens Creek & Winchester
San Jose’s Big Bookstore
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY
Serving Cahfornia Since 1851

f.

in San Jose

Our 62nd Year

Pull the trigger.... and Bang! a light!
MATCH-O-MATIC PISTOL UGHTER

9.95
Great atop a smart coffee table or busy executive’s deskt
This decorative lighter gas foes up everything hoes
cigarettes to barbecues.

er,

Walking Jigger by limed. This Ingenious
tittle gadget walks across the bar Carrying an ounce of liquor. Splits nOt a drop.
Just airn it at your thirstiest gusset

gtargligk gar

Witailiotle Photo Galltery. Personal touch
fortify-dot*. handsome gold-leg bamboo
frame with matching magnetic strips. Fits
various size photos of family- 11.05

Nylon Folding Umbrella ... for little folding money! One second a useful umbrellathe next folds back to handy
briefcase size. $13

tiowintriotor Tool by temente. For the ma
who likes to putter around the house, our
6-in-I tool. Screwdriyer-Wrengh-HammerNalf Lever-Wiro Cutter-itatelTet. $S

World lime Alarm Clock. What globetrotting friend wouldrtj welcome this
handsome clock that tells time ’round
VII worid2 Compact travel size. 110

a

... may her every wish come true. The Christmas bride will
cherish the galaxies of shimmering light reflected through
the years In these beautiful diamond ensembles.

Terms Arranged

Tankard fee Mickel. Authentic olde
cnipielt Tankardi magnificently detailed
and hand antiqued. Holds 31/2 quads of
Ice, (Weintve larger sizes, too.) $20

9.
W.LVAN
L cuieter:t

FREE!ft

Boni* Cooditoolcil Cokoodlio Yr awisliiwa. No punkas* noc.imirory.

N and JUNG

SINCE 1904

GI-ROI:II NB

First and San Fernando Streets
Downtown San Jose
MANN T
Open Thursday Evenings Until 9
All Parking Tickets Validated

AVOWS

virliere good. taste isn’t expensive
VALLEY FAIR CHRISTMAS HOURS
through Saturday
open until 9:30 p.m. Monday

Holy Names Coed Buttons Up Campus ;41A Party
As Seventh Street Bristles With Sales’

Tuesday, December 13, 1966

8-44PARTAN DAILY

A 10% DISCOUNT
rot all merchandise purchases when you

in
ion
:henA 7u: 1111?1:e tgn:lisrs
a sky - high way last Saturday

button, button, who, got the
button? The answer to this questSin was found at a card table on
Seventh Street yesterday where
a be-jeaned lass, Pat Nathe. 22.
from the College of Holy Names
in Oakland, did a land-office business selling a myriad of buttons.
Unlike traditional t stener s,
these were buttons emblazoned
with political slogans. caustic social commentary, sexual advice.
suggestions for euphoria, photographs of current heroes and bad
guys.
Fastest selling items seemed to
be: John Birch is Dead; Jesus was
a Drop Out; Legalize Grass; Fulbright for President; Help! I’m a
.T.
I.oncl

!Edgar Hoover; If it moves, fondle
it: God is not on our side; Tax
Churches; I feel fine, feel me; I
’lilt a nudist Buddhist; Legalize
spiritual discovery; God is alive in
the White House; Win with Jesus;
America needs Phrenology; The
Governor of Alabama is a Mother;
The World is Flat; U.S. Marine
Corps Builds Oswalds; Stamp Out
Reality; Reality is a Crutch; LSD
--Melts in your mouth, not in your
hand; and Pray for Sex.
Miss Nathe’s campus appearance
was requested by Students for a
Democratic Society. She explained
she became a button entrepreneur
and designer to earn enough money
to return to school. She had to
stay out of school last semester
after breaking her leg while de__

OUTERWEAR

Job Interviews

SALE

INTER%1EWS FOR TEACHERS
(Watsonville).
Pajero Valley
day, Dec. 13, for elementary.
Ferris State College (Big Rapids.
sileh.). Tomorrow for college
:caching jobs.
Ceres Unified (Ceres, near Stockton. Today for elementary midyear
TOMORROW
DuPont Company. Mechanical
.,nd chemical engineering as well
as chemistry majors are wanted to
work in plant laboratories and
plant engineering.
Bethlehem Steel Corporation. All
engineering and industrial management majors wanted in produciiiin and sales and engineering.
-1111RSDAY
Bethlehem Steel Corporation.
information see "Tomorrow."

Now 1/2 Price
TOD

247 5

BANK CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

-,N

4AUGH
AT SATHER GATE
ESTABLISHED 1927
see nowise Slialtt LOS MULES, WATTS!
PALO ALTO. WI

V

Newman Club, 7:30 p.m., New; man Center, 79 S. Fifth St. WeekI ly meeting will be held with a
Christmas party afterwards. Com; pline, the official night prayer will
be held at 10 p.m.
inter-Varsity Christian Fellow...hip, 12:30 p.m.. LN201. A study
trim John 1:2 will be held.
Alpha Phi Omega. 6 p.m., E331.
Executive board meeting at 4 p.m..
David Turner’s apartment.
Spartan Spears. 6 p.m., WG142.
German Club. 12:30 p.m., today
through Thursday, southwest corner of the cafeteria. A German table will be held.
Theta Sigma Phi, 5 p.m., JC101.
A meeting to consider names for
the next pledging will be held.
TOMORROW
Epsilon Eta Sigma, English Honor Society, 3:30 p.m., FOB104.
"Themes of MacReth," a film, will
- -

Now 1/2 Price
to

U. SACIALICLOO, MIK

Open Daily 9:30-9
Saturday 9:30-6

San Jose
125 S. 4th St.
1111)

SCREEN SCENES
TOWNE SPECIAL HOLIDAY
1433 Thn Alameda

297 3060

Rites Today
For Student
Funeral services for Betty Ann
Mezzo, 21 -year-old SJS home economics major, were scheduled for
9 a.m, today at the Laurel Chapel
of Albert Engel and Company,
3300 High St., Oakland, in the
sanctuary of the Jaralth’ Church.
A Mass of Requiem was to follow.
Miss Brezzo died of a lingering
illness Dec. 10 in Oakland. The
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
Brezzo, 2840 Steinmetz Way, Oakland, the sophomore was a native
of Oakland.
She was graduated with honors
from Bishop O’Dowd High School
In 1963 and was granted a California state scholarship to the University of Southern California,
where she attended school in her
freshman year and was on the
Dean’s List.
Besides her parents, Miss Brezzo
is survived by a 24 -year-old brother, John, who Was graduated from
the University of Oklahoma and
is now obtaining a master’s degree
in city planning.
She was a resident of the ChezNous, 63 S. Fifth St., San Jose, a
college-approved boarding house,
while she was attending SJS.

Spartagume

Entire stock of jackets and
outerwear - Loden Coat,,
Car Coats, lined jackets.
Made to retail front 10.07,
to 49.50.

996

scending a fire pole in her home.
At the time she was living in the
Fire House Repertory Theater in
San Francisco. She now plans to
return to school for the winter
term which begins in three weeks.
After the accident, Miss Nathe

ENGAGEMENT

AN EXTRAORDINARY ENTERTAINMENT EVENT!

be shown and the constitution will
be amended.
Student Council of Exceptional
Children. 7-8 p.m., ED118. All
people who are interested in gifted
children and children who are hard
of hearing, mentally retarded,
blind, crippled or who have had
brain damage or speech handicaps
may attend the meeting. There will
be guest speakers.
Arab American Club, 3:30 p.m.,
CH162. Nomination of officers for
the spring semester.
Phratteres International, 6:45 p.m.,
in front of Royce Hall at the
Agnew project. There will be no
meeting for both pledges and
actives.
American institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 7:30 p.m.,
AF3107. A movie concerning a jet
fighter will be shown.
Society for the Advancement of
Management. 7:30 p.m., Sveden
House Smorgas Board (behind
Sears). Donald Rutherford* M.D.,
will speak on "Alcoholism and the
Business Man." The social hour
will begin at 6 p.m. and members
and non-members are cordially in
vited. Nominations will be taken
at the dinner.
Organization of Asusoeiated Studem% in Speech, 3:45 p.m., C11226.
An Oxford Union debate will he
held dealing with the topic of contraceptives available at the Health
Center on the SJS campus.
-_

Douglas Netter o.,c,
The J Jay Frankel Film of

-kcX9ftet4fl,/

LENINGRAD
KIROV BALLET
Production of
Peter Itch Tchaikovsky s
Immortal Classic

Stamp
out
boredom
Join the SINGLE ADULT "In
Crowd" that has found a new
way to meet Interesting, exciting
friends! It’s simple through LOWCOST SCIENTIFIC COMPATIBILITY
TESTING. Do yourself

a

favor,

write today for your FREE brochure- no salesman will call!

SPECIAL LIMITED ENGAGEMENT!
DEC25-26-27-28 ONLYEVENINGS AT 8.30 PM
TICKET INFORMATION:

STUDIO
396 South First
292-6778
’ Th Professionals"
-The Naiad Prey"
Student Discount Rotas

297-3060 oR 2515-7242
HAPPY
HOLIDAYS
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MAII, COUPON or PHONE
AMERICAN TESTING, Dept.
4110 N. First St.
San Jose, Calif.
PHONE: 287-1053

sn

night.
100
members
Approximately
from AMA went into the air on a
PSA 727 jet for their annual
Christmas party. The flight, which
originated from the San Jose Airport, took the group over Oakland
and San Francisco for an enchanting view of the Bay Area decorated for the Yule season.
Airborne, AMA members were
surprised by a visit from Old St.
Nick himself. Santa walked down
the aisle of the plane to hand each
and every one of the passengers a
delicious candy cane. Assisting
Santa were his two charming helpers, bedecked in furry Christmas
outfits.
The group sang carols of the
holiday season. After approximately 30 minutes in the air, the Boeing 727 returned to San Jose with
its cargo of AMA fun -seekers.
Christmas festivities were continued at the Old Mill in Los
Gatos.

at
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NESS & CO.

170 S.

First

for the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

First Baptist Church
2nd & San Antonio
8:30 & 11 a.m. - Morning Worship
7 p.m. - Evening Service
Dr. Clarence R. Sands,
Paster
Barry Keiser,
Minister to Collegian

College Dept. (Spartan Tr-Cl
9:45 a.m. - Morning Seminar
5:45 p.m. - Evening Forum
Meets at Tr,C Bldg. 3rd & San Antonio

LOSER OF
THE WEEK:
Mrs. S. Claus

3 SPEED

Held Over 3rd Big Week

BICYCLES
Man’s or
Woman’s

The Pretty gitten4

ONLY 4295
Top quality steel construction
Assembled and serviced
Guaranteed
Pau

297-5566
1500 ALMADEN ROAD
immninnumninnwinninummunnunnunonnonnunnunnfflunnu
This Year Go to San Jose’s Only
Action New Year’s Eve Party

C
_ yc__J

Al.!. YOU CAN EAT,
ALL YOU CAN DRINK,
FREE DOOR PRIZES.

DANCE TO THE MUSIC OF THE
"LEAVES" AND THEIR HIT
RECORD, "HEY JOE."

1435 The Alameda, San Jose
293-9766
Open Tues.-Set. 8:30 a.m.-6 p.m.
Thurs. until 9 p.m.
Closed Sun. & Mon.

TWO CONTRACTS for ssle, women’s
boarding house. for spring semester.
Must sell! Contact Bobbie, 295-9497.
WANTED: HAIRCUTS. You raise it. we
cut it. Pete’s Barber Shop. Two barbers. MALE STUDENT wanted to share large
Home hair cuts repaired for $1.80. 58 S. 4 bedroom house near collage. $31 a
month. Call Rink Sherman, 295-6790
4th Street,
after 8 p.m. or 227.7100, Ett. 4171 daily.
EUROPE TWA. SJS Group Flight. Juno
14, S.F. to Switcnrirind: August IS, Frans.
furl to S.F. Call 245-9182.
ANNOUNCEMENTS (I)

The Best Time You’ll Ever Have
for $30 per couple.

THINKING OF MAKING A CHANGE?
Off campus. Delightful large room in an
interesting house. Beautiful neighborhood, Kitchen, living room & laundry
privileges. TV. library & sound lab. $50
per month. Call 295-5138 about every
two hours. In and out all day.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

’57 VW. Good condition. Sunroof, R/H.
New upholstery. Best offer over $400.
184 S. Ilth. 286-0409.

’66 MG MIDGET. Has all accessories.
$300 for oluity and take over payments
of $48 par month. 734 0541.
’66 HONDA DREAM 100. $100 in extras
-Freed ’Must sacrifwe. Take over $30
monthly payments. Call Jack, 349.3618.

PERSONALS Ill

’64 350 HONDA SCRAMBLER. Excellent
condition and extra fast. $500. See in he
evenings. 351 S. 11th Apt. 8.

SERVICES 181
21 & MARRIED. Receive age 25 or over
rates on auto insurance. Liability net $67
annually. Dave Towle, 24.4-9600.

’57 MGA, rebuilt engine and dutch.
Wire wheels, radie, heater and new top.
292.2347 after 6 pm.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Term Papers,
Thesis, Only 35c a page. 258 4335.

’67 FORD. Good transportation. Rift,
two new fires, $100. Call Dennis at 2927174.

TYPING. Pica Electric. Work guaran.
teed. 243-6313. 9 cm. to 6 p.m.

’59 FORD Convertible. Autometic, pow.
er steering, good condition. $200 or best
offer. 269.4954.

TYPING in my home. Experienced, dependable, reasonable. Phone 294-1313.

6--s73

FOR SALE 131

HELP WANTED 14
COLLEGE GIRL Room & board, $30 n
month, babysit, mothers helper. 269.
4080. Willow Glen area. 1/2 block to bus.

FOR RENT. Large 2 bedroom apartment
-oar SJS. Phone 295.3476 or 266.0117.
LARGE ONE bedroom apartment. CAP
pet draoes, built.ins, pool. geregak
yo -her & dryer. 2 miles from State, neer
,farliutn. Furnished, $170. unfurnished,
$95. 291.5366. 651 Nordale,

ROOM FOR RENT, prefer mature male,
non-drinker. Limited kitchen privileges.
Linens. $37.50. 475 S. 14th.

CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
rings. Original jewelry in cast gold and
silver. George Larimore. 354-1273.

’63 VW. R/H. healer, now tires, ski rack,
medium blue, good condition. Call 2870934.

AMPEX 1070 RECORDER, perfect condition. original prirn $395. Must sell for
$250 Will include free tapes. Call 2953573 after 6 p.m.

LARGE CLEAN room for two male students. Quiet atmosphere. $30 per person. 617 S. 6th. Call 295-8858,

KENNEDY HALL CONTRACT for sale.
Spring semester. Call Patty at 286-5549
after 10:30 p.m.
GIRL ROOMMATE wanted to share 3 bedroom, furnished apt. with two others.
$50 a month, all utilities paid. 453 S.
100, or call 287-0969 before 12 noon.

MGA. BLACK, vinyl hardtop and slide
side curtains. $150. Call Jim at 286-3405.
Also have stock tide curtains.

DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT ring, has
three diamonds totaling .32 cts. in 14 kt.
white gold mounting, appraised $203.
Sacrifice. $108. 245.3567.
FOR SALE. Ski boots, like new. Site 10.
Cost me tag. Will accept best offer.
Torn Betothmay. 208 B Markham.
SKIS. I pair new Heed Standards. black,
205 cm. $100. 1 pair Hart Galatia II 200
cm., white, with bindings. Almost new,
$110. 292.2877.
HOLLYWOOD BED with bolsters, $20.
2 piece Rattan table & lamp, $40. 4
piece secHortel & table. 292.4682.

GIRL WANTED to share two bedroom
apt. with three other girls. $41 per
month. 545 S. 7th, Apt, 12. 295-1899.

MEN. Bright, quiet, single room with
kitchen, living room. T.V. & parking. No
contract. $40 per mo. 532 S. 9th. See
Rick or 264-3994 after 6 p.m.

AUTOMOTIVE (2)

GIRL ROOMMATE wanted lo share 3
bedroom, fernished apt, with two others
$50 a month all utilities paid. 453 S
10th or call 287.0969 before 12 noon.

Po.. N.

shop
eard.

Spartan Daily Classifieds

HOUSING Itt

Clls/Stsar
Ass:

4. GRADUATE
STUDENTS

PART TIME. Quick money. Come to our
opportunity meeting and see for your.
self. Commission and override, For inv,
ration, sand postcard In B. L.--P.O.
836’ San Jose.

Pleat, P,nt

l,mreanona[ Release / TECHNICOLOR*

from
McPherson
joined Gary
Berkeley to create, manufacture
and distribute buttons. To produce
the buttons, she cuts photographs
or slogans from magazines, sends
them for ’buttonization’ to Robert
Rush, former president of the
Wobblies, who presses them into a
tin shell and clasp.
"I’ve been collecting buttons for
years. My own collection, over 850,
is on display at the Blue Unicorn,
1927 Hayes St., San Francisco,"
she plugged.
Hero buttons enjoyed popularity
as students snapped up pins picturing Bob Dylan, the Beatles-individually, Allen Ginsberg, Cassius Clay, David Ben - Gurion.
George Wallace, Eichmann, marijuana plants, and Santa Claus.
The average price of each button
is 25 cents. It is estimated that
Miss Nathe has a stock of more
than 1.000. After opening her stand
early yesterday morning, the grinning sociology major was besieged
by button collectors, Christmas
shopping students buying button
gifts guaranteed to irritate parents, and people avoiding a trip
to Berkeley where the buttons are
also sold.
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
DAVID TURNER A3460
************************
,. :
St*********************1tar
41*
t
E4.4

ItOKEY CKE5WELL,i TflINK WE’LL START YOLI OUT ON PEFErseZ"

To buy, sail, rent or
announce anything,
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San Jose,
Calif. 95114.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One time
3 lines

Three times Rve times

1.50

2.25

2.50

4 lines

2.00

2.75

3.00

5 linos

2.50

3.25

3.50

6 lines
Add this
amount for
each addi
tonal line

3.00

3.75

4.00

Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
Help Wanted (4)
Housing (5)
Lost and Found (6)
Personals (7)
Services (8)
Transportation (9)

FAST, ACCURATE Typing in my home.
I.B.M. Electri,. Themes, thesis, what ha.’
you? Call 371-1399.
QUALITY TYPING done in my home.
Reasonable rates. Cell 269-2953.
WILL DO TYPING. Fast and accurate.
Electric typewriter. Reasonable rates.
Call 262-7466.
TRANSPORTATION 19)
RIDERS. Nonstop to South East Iowa
$40 round trip. Leaving Dec. 16. 250
Bachman Ave.. Los Gatos.
NEED RIDE to L.A. with girls, late after.
noon on December 16 or on 17. 18, or
19. Call 297.6349.

.50

Print your ad here:
(Gant approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
tor Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate
No refunds possible on canceled eds.

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION
1:1
1:1
O
ID
D
El
El
fl

One time

LEARN SKYDIVING. Stevens School of
Sport Parachuting. Oakland Municipal
Airport, Bldg. 727. 569-5358.

EUROPE. Riders wanted. Share ospenses.
$399 round trip. June 13 to Sept. 10.
Prof. Made, 264.9275 after 7:30 p.m.

To place an ad:
Call at
Classified Adv. Office - J206
Deily
9:30 a.m. - 3:50 p.m.

Name

(Please Print)

city

Phone

Far

676

iSs.Issosossows..mmooms............

Address
Send in handy order blink. Enclose
Start ad on
Enclosed 1st

cash
lasts)

or

check.

Make

check

Spartan Deily Clessitids.
Phone

294.6414 Est. 2468
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to
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PA RTAN DA I LY Good Cheer, Fun Rank High
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
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College, ASB Presidents Give Christmas Greetings
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I welcome this opportnuity to wish you all the best during the holiday season and into the New Year.
The New Year will greet the initiation of a new trend in
mental College.
student-oriented education at San Jose StateThe ExperiThe New Year will also see the reality of the San Jose
State Winter Carnival at South Lake Tahoe’s Heavenly
Valley.
During the year, renowned artists, such as the Don
Cossack Chorus and Dancers, the Modern Jazz Quartet, and
the Romeros will perform on campus.
Jean Houston, Colin Wilson, and Joshua Logan will be
just a few of the spring’s featured speakers.
A student-oriented survey will be taken to determine
how the A.S.B. officers can better serve the wants and needs
of the student populace.
Next year will he a challenge of new ideas, but it is a
challenge that I hope will be met with renewed and continuing student interest and enthusiasm.
Once again, I extend to you my best wishes for an enjoyable holiday season, and complete success throughout the
New Year.
Sincerely,
JERRY SPOLTER

Holiday Greetings:
On behalf of the faculty and administration of San Jose
State College I wish to extend to all students best wishes for
the approaching holidays.
Although Christmas is a traditional Christian holy day,
the spirit of the season is universal Heartfelt wishes for world
peace and the fellowship of man fulfill a spiritual need found
in all mankind.
Sincerely,
ROBERT D. CLARK

By DOLORES FOX
and MARY ADAMS
To Charlie Brown, Christmas
is hard candy . . . that always
sticks together.
To Snoopy, Christmas is finally shooting down the Red
Baron.
For most SJS students Christmas is a time of good cheer and
fun. "Christmas is the fun of
the season itself. Everyone is
happymore so than any other
time of the year," says Kathy
Gallagher, SJS sophomore.
The biggest advantage of
Christmas, according to Gloria
Stump, senior business education
major, is that "even people who
are normally grouchy always
have a smile on their face."
"Christmas is a time of celebration and you get satisfaction

from making people happy . . .
there are crowds but you like
them," noted Diana Meehan,
thinking about the shopping
ahead.
Most students agree, Christmas is a time of good cheer but
Davonna Good, freshman physical education major, questions
the sincerity of seasonal feelings. "Christmas is a spirit of
feeling good, when good will is
spread superficially."
In agreement, Mrs. Madge
Salsena states that Christmas
"ls a time of rejoicing, spreading good will to all people, a
time of helping people. It should
be all year around, it’s too much
at one time," she continued.
Christmas is more than good
cheer, it’s also, "good company,
good food and running around
downtown," says Ron Tambussi,

tti

Florence Relief Drive
Benefits Flood Victims
By JOE DEVLIN
Spartan Dolly Staff Writer
On Friday, November 4, the
Arno River in Florence overflowed
its banks, leaving thousands of
families homeless. Two SJS students were there. Their plea for a
Christmas fund to buy Christmas
gifts for the children of that devastated city, has started a campuswide drive to send relief for the
flood victims.
Dr. Sebastian Cassarino, assistant professor of foreign languages,
started the drive when he received
a letter from Joan La Torre, an
SJS scholar studying at the University of Florence under the international programs of the California State Colleges. In it she expressed her grief at the devastation in that city. The birthplace
of the Renaissance, the martin-

rises,
10.

06

If to

Christmas is giving Peanuts
books to people you like.
See Cal Book ad on page 38

cent city was gutted by the flood,
destroying many fabulous works of
art, and ruining many homes
"The thing which makes me
happy after this terrible disaster,"
the letter states, "is to see the
people joining forces and working
to rebuild their city. Even American students have volunteered to
help in places where they are most
needed. I worked for a time Saturday afternoon, and it gave me
great satisfaction to know that in
a very small way I was helping
to bring the city back to normality.
"The scene here is still very
ugly," she said, "Ed (Edward Puccinelli, the other SJS student) and
I took a walk to his house to pick
up mail. We waded through mud
to get there and we could see the
water marks on the buildings. It
reached 13 feet in several places."
In a plea to the SJS faculty,
Dr. Cassarino said, "We are asking you to make a small contribution to help this historic city reemerge as it once was. Administrative resources are available to
guarantee a prompt and efficient
distribution of funds."
He said that the contributions
might make Christmas a little
brighter for many Florentines, and
that charity of this kind was in
keeping with the true Christmas
spirit.
Checks should be made payable
to the "Florence Flood Relief
Fund" and sent to Mrs. William
Felse, manager of the Student Affairs Business Office (Bldg. ft)
Cash contributions may be given to
Dr. Cassarino directly, or to students collecting on campus.

Photos by Vince Streano and Bill Bayley

THE MANY FACES of Christmas can be seen on a street corner,
around a brightly lit tree, on Santa’s lap, in a department store
and almost anywhere at this joyous time of year. This special
Christmas edition of the Spartan Daily searches for the meaning
of Christmas in the many facets of campus life.

fir

business and industry major.
To Andrea Sermersheim, SJS
sophomore, Christmas is "eating
fruitcake, drinking wine, and
being at home with the family."
Camparing Christmas to a love
feast, Karen Van Schaack, junior behavioral science major, sees
it "as a time of giving and sharing and loving. For religions It
is a time of celebration; an occasion to show love by gifts."
"Two weeks of vacation," that
is what Christmas is to Dr. Peter
Buzanslci, assistant professor of
history.
To Owen Broyles, professor of
economics, Christmas is "a celebration of the birth of Christ
which was the subject of a television show a few nights ago.
The Christmas recess is also a
chance to catch up on all my
work," he added.
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Christmas Is a Gift of Fashion
/1\
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Yoiki Hesiigaiva

. . . K.:..ren McIver and Rudy Luehs

. . . Gordon Miller

Revolution in Men’s Clothes,
Bolder, Broader Looks for Yule

. . . Pam Machin

brown, navy, blight greens and
By DON CAMPBELL
blends of colors seem to be the
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Men are experiencing a full- well -dressed male’s choice. Cardigans in reds, oranges, yellows and
scale revolution in fashion this
greens are seen in these winter
year. The new trend is away from months.
the Ivy "uniform" with narrow
’ESKIMO’ COATS
ties, natural-shouldered suits and
Winter
coats with a sherpa
shirts with small -spread collars.
can be found whenever the air
Making the scene is the new
is chilly. These coats, known as
’,old, broad look that gives today’s the "shepherd" or "Eskimo" winman a sense of independence in ter coat are found in wide-wale
his wardrobe. The new look in- corduroy, suede, leather and wool.
cludes wide ties (up to 5 inches),
London’s Mod-look is quite eviin paisleys. stripes and polka dots. dent in men’s fashions this year.
high-rise,
Dress shirts feature
Velour pull-over shirts in both long
medium-spread collars and a new and short sleeves are warm for
cuffs.
French
trend back to
winter wear. Velours are found in
In suits, the stylish set prefers many loud colors and also in wide
two and three-buttoned models and narrow stripes. "Little boy"
featuring deep side vents, wider hats are still novel but will catch
lapels and slightly squarer shoul- on in the months to come.
ders. Double-breasted suits and
sport coats are appearing more
and more. The blazer sport coat is
especially popular during the cold
winter months.

. . . Jack Schnell
Karen McIver
Rudy Luehs

. Gordon Miter
Pam Machin

Paisley sport shirts can be seen
brightening the scene. Herringbone
slacks and plaid pants have been
adopted from the Carnaby craze.
Winged-tipped and plain toed
shoes can be seen at most social
functions. Loafers continue to lead
the casual scene.
AR in eli, Christmas IS fashion*:

THE NATION’S NEWEST,
BEST TASTING DOUBLE-DECKER!

BETTER THAN
THE BEST
AND COSTS
MUCH LESS!
. .

Liz Bored

BIG BARNEY is the Red Barn’s popular doubledecker hamburger sandwich. Here’s a sandwich
that’s big in every way ... especially in eating enjoyment! Big Barney includes two grilled patties of
beef, a slice of creamy, melted cheese, crisp,
zesty pickle and a special savory sauce ... all on
a tasty, toasted double-decker bun! Head for the
Red Barn. Meet up with Big Barney and eat up for
less while you’re enjoying the best!

. . . Mike Morrisey

STYLE sETTERS

and Mike Morrissex

. . . Gordon Miller
Pam Machin

WIDE LAPELS
Topping off the winter festival
formal wear is the traditional
overcoat with wide lapels and flap
pockets. Also retiiining its popuwith its
larity is the
Patch pockets mid hcood sides.
Topside are cloth hats with madera bands and more formally, fur
felt hats with British rolled brims.
In casual wear, the new "noiron" slacks and shirts have taken
over the market. Reasonably
priced and available in a wealth
of new and traditional colors, the
no-iron trend will continue for
many more years to come.
Blends of cotton and synthetic
in no-iron clothes also make it an
easy garment to launder. Cottons
in hopsack pants are yerv popular for cold winter evenings. The
heavy hopsack can now he found
in no-iron in shades of olive, grey,
navy, charcoal, browns and muted
plaids.

. . . Ken Wax

. . . Jack Schnell
Rudy Luehs

No-iron shirts can be purchased
in most all men’s stores in any
color of the spectrum. Solids,
madras, striped, checked and plaids
continue to be the style setters.
A new addition to today’s shirts
is the western style flap breast
pocket.
The new trend has also revived
the interest in the long-sleeved
sport shirt. Other than the solid
color shirts of yellows, greens and
idisis, long-sleeved shirts arc eontin plaids and ii Val’iriy of
ini
The long sleeve she I VAT)
.1 ol It,. III’W Bap liiiiist
its, I
pocket.
Winter time brings out the best
in men’s saeatels Ptill-oyers in
Wm,
V-neck mid turtle tie.
the sweater race. _iurgund4-,

... Kathy Washington

. . Mike Morrissey
Ken Win

300
RED
BARN

250 E. Santa Clara St. (at 6th) ,
Highway 9 and El Camino (Sunnyvale)
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Virginia Writes Santa Claus,
Wants Gifts of Winter Styles
By ELAINE CRAVES
Spartan Daily Star Writer
Dar Santa Claus:

hat.

Remember.

I’m

going

from the cold winter winds. Hint

boy

hint, Santa.

skiing over the holidays, Santa.

I’ll be doing lots of partying
sweat- too. Party clothes glimmer, glint,
SJS coed. I’m writing to tell you ers, newest addition to the "poor and glow in jeweled brilliance.
Lace, wool, crepe, satin, and silk
what kind of clothes I’d like you boy" family.
to bring me for Christmas.
English designer Mary Quant dresses, long or short, must shine,
Really, I’ve been quite good this won’t let the world forget the mod shine, shine! Glitter gold and satin
One of the latest fashion tips

My name’s Virginia and I’m

a

is the long-sleeved

. . . I’ve only style --- everything’s mini now. silver radiate a-glow-glow look on
missed lockout once this semester. Crinkle cotton shirts pair off with all the dressy dresses, even down
And I got a "B" on toy political the ever-so popular mini skirts. to the bewitching silver stockings.
year,considering

. Dale Kalberg

science midterm, when I thought Did you know these skirts have
STOtAiNGED LEGS
I’d flunked it!
put on their winter material of
Santa,a great stocking stuffer is
suede, wool and jersey?
stockings. Pale, patZINDY WINTER
Just that And Santa, I’ve found the most terned stockings appear on legs all
Well, Santa, I’ve been checking
over the campus - white lace or
out the zingy fashions for winter. darling winter coats a la military!
glowing gold for evening and harBoldly printed wool dresses The color is white; the style is
dier fist-net and diamond patterns
sparked up in the wildest color brisk, high -collared, and brass butfor daytime.
toned.
combos burgundy,
Boots always go great with the
or chartreuse. They’re lashed in
SKI SCENE
stockings. Vinyl boots shine on
diagonal stripes or patterned in the
I’m a snow bunny from the word through puddles or snow in electric
op-art designs.
go! This winter’s ski scene ward- red, black, white or yellow--knee
Bright bolts of color are really
robes dazzle in bright colors and or ankle lengths.
"in." Even pantsuits appear everylines. Breaking from the
Santa, that about covers the
where in wool checks or crepe, narrower
traditional nylon stretch pants are whole winter fashion scene from
charging in purple, arid-green or
the quilted stretch nylon jump- head to toe.
hot pink.
suits with small, fitted caps to
I’ll leave the usual cookies and
A
knit suit and a knitted
match. I even noticed a way-out
milk near the fireplace for you.
skimmer dress would protect me
western
the
borrowing
outfit,
ski
Don’t forget me!
look, complete with a small cowYour friend,
Virginia

yellow, navy

. . . Kathy Washington

creamy

. . . Sally Kolthoff

y21,
Lhrt3iinaJ Li

. . . Sally Kolthoff

THE NEWEST AND
SAFEST RENTAL GEAR
IS NOW AT
MACY’S VALLEY FAIR
What a boon for the sometimes skier,
for snow bunny youngsters likely to outgrow boots and pants in the course of
one season! Macy’s Ski Rental Shop
supplie, everything in every size range
at most reasonable weekend and weekly rates. And Macy’s convenient ski
rental weekend runs from Thursday at
6 p.m. to any time Monday. Use your
Macy’s Charge Account!
WHITE STAG CLOTHING Exclusively. Water-repellent quilted parkas
and trim stretch pants for men, women,
children. FINEST EUROPEAN SKIS
Choose wood, metal or fiber glass with
offset steel interlocking edges. All rental skis have no-wax Kofix base treatment. FULL RELEASE BINDINGS with
two-way toe piece and full front throw
SANDLER OF BOSTON BOOTS, fully
insulated and selected for excellent fit
and comfort. TOBOGGANS, SNOW
COASTERS AND CAR RACKS also
available.

. . . Melinda Morrow

- . . Liz Borad

....7oether-arte"

.

. Liz Bored

. . . Dale Kalberg

Nothing says Merry Christmas quite
like the books of Charles Schulz.
Choose your gifts from California
Book’s wide selection of Peanuts
favorites: Only $2.
Home Is On Top Of A Dog House.
I Need All The Friends I Can Get.
Low Is Walking Hand In Hand.
Security Is A Thumb And Blanket.
Happiness Is A Warm Puppy.
Snoopy and the Red Baron.
Christmas is Together-Time.

Ski Shop, (lower level), Macy’s Valley Fair

Also Peanuts calendars $3.

california book co., ltd.
134 e.
. Melinda Morrow
NI&

sail

fernatulo

457 t

at i(o.
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Christmas Is Music 1

Chorus, Symphony To Perform I
’Messiah’ Tonight in City Civic
tion of Mr. William Erlendson,
E
By (iSSI-A
"For unto us a Child is born; professor of music.
Although originally performed in
Unto us, a Son is given." These
the Spring (April 13, 1742, Dublin,
words from the Bible set to music Ireland i, it has since become traby George Frederick Handel will dition to sing this oratorio at
again be heard when the combined Christmastime. Of historical interSJS choruses and the symphony est is the note which appeared
orchestra present The Messiah with the announcement of the
In the San Jose Civic Auditorium premiere requesting "the Favour of
tonight at 8 p.m. under the direc- the Ladies not to come with hoops

For
Christmas cheer.
For jingle hells
and mistletoe.
For greeting
the New Year.
Love is a flmter.
Send Nom-, today.

5lower3 ty ROJe Marie
295-4321

Ninth & Santa Clara

this day to the Musick Hall in
Fishable Street. The Gentlemen
are desired to come without their
swords."
The oratorio, which is in effect
opera without costumes and scenery, is in three parts. The first
uses for its text the proprecies
of the coming of Christ and the
story of the Nativity. The second
deals with the life, suffering and
death of the Savior, and the third
expresses religious faith.
Part I includes the recitative
"Comfort Ye, My People." and the
arias "Every Valley Shall Be Exalted," and "But Who May Abide?"
The music makes heavy demands
upon the solo voices and upon the
choruses which sing, "0 Thou That
Tellest Good Tidings to Zion," and
"For Unto Us a Child is Born."
The opening chorus of the second part. "Behold, the Lamb of
God," introduces the life of Christ
and is followed by the contralto
solo "He Was Despised." There
are several more dramatic solos
and choruses which reach a climax
in the familiar "Hallelujah
Chorus" to which every audience
still rises, a tradition established
by King George III of England.
Part III is relatively short. It includes the soprano solo. "I Know
That My Reedeemer Liveth," and
the choruses "Worthy is the Lamb
of God," and "Amen."
Soloists for the college performance will be: students, Helene
Joseph, soprano; Ellen Carter, contralto; and faculty members, Frederick Loadwick, tenor; and Edwin
Dunning, bass. Dwight Cannon.
also a member of the faculty, will
play the trumpet solo in the aria
"And the Trumpet Shall Sound."

Once House Lights Dim

Audience Only Conscious of Polished Act
By SUSAN HAUS
The house lights dim and the
audience rustles its skirts and
straightens its tic once more and
settles down to enjoy a flawless
concert. Most people are conscious
only of the polished performance.
Some may think of the work that
went into the polishing and the
skill and talent required even to

undertake such a work.
But very few can understand or
fully appreciate every note and
phrase in the composition. How
could they? That privilege is reserved for the musicians and the
director who have worked so long
to bring it to performance peak.
Take Handers "Messiah" for
example. The first part of the

oratorio portrays the prophesy of
the Savior and the birth of the
Child. The second part is the crucifixion and resurrection. The third
Is the promise of eternal life
through Christ.
It is said that Handel wrote
"The Messiah" under Divine inspiration and that when he finished the Hallelujah Chorus, at the
end of the second part, tears of joy
streamed down his face.
The presentation of "The Messiah" this evening at 8 wil mark
the climax of countless hours of
rehearsal, not only in ensemble
classes with direction, but in the
private practice rooms of individual
musicians and singers. If it were
possible for an audience to be fully
aware of the energy put into such
a work, it would only begin to
realize the power packed into every

ThrtAcir&
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STORE FOR MEN
Downtown Si. Joao
Since 1925

6Makc a Waifs gristmas ,

’Merry’ With Sportswear

N’ORES R.

By CHARLOTTE WONO
Spartan Daily Fine Art. Editor
SJS faculty members Dr. Edwin Dunning and Frederick Load wick have more in common than
their solo roles in the Music Department’s presentation of Handel’s "Messiah" at 8 tonight in
the Civic Auditorium.
Both are associate professors of
music and both share an office
in the Music Building. Moreover,
each have been singing the "Messiah" for some 33 years.
The voice instructors also have
appeared as soloists since the
"Messiah" was begun as an annual
presentation four years ago.
Dr. Dunning, who sings bass,
comments, "Handel’s writing for
the bass voice is some of the finest
In the bass repertoire."
Hardly a year passes that the
vocalist does not sing it at least

Even as the individual musicians
begin to perfect their parts, it
takes a director to fashion a portrait from random jig-saw pieces.
During a rehearsal it seems to the
players that he expects more than
they could deliver, yet somehow
when the curtain goes up, the performance is professional.
Professional and polished ... but
only the people on stage know
what it took to get it that way.

wilpAutA6
Great gift, Bright light . . .
six different styles. From $9.95

LAST MINUTE preparation for this year’s presentation of the
Messiah, tonight at 8 at the Civic Auditorium, are being made
by the four featured soloists and director. From left are soloists
Edwin Dunning, bass; Ellen Carter, contralto; Helene Joseph,
soprano; Frederick Loadwick, tenor; and director, William Erlendson,

40"

once. This year Dr. Dunning will
be performing the work three
times- at the Civic Auditorium, at
Stanford Memorial Chapel and at
the University of Nevada.
Professor Loadwick has been
singing the "Messiah" since the
age of 17. The tenor is a graduate of Syracuse University, College of Fine Arts and Juilliard
Graduate School in New York City.
At that time he realized a stu-.
dent’s dream: free lessons. His
voice instruction was paid by
scholarships, and after he got out
of the Army by the G.I. bill.
Professor Loadwick was a member of the Robert Shaw Chorale
from the time it was formed in
1946 until 1954, performing in the
major choral works broadcast and
recorded by the group under Arturo Toscanini with NBS Symphony Orchestra.

He also has appeared in the
Buxtehude "Cantata," the Bach
"Magnificat,"
"T h e Christmas
Story," and "On Wenlock Edge."
Dr. Dunning was associated with
the San Francisco Conservatory as
resident teacher of voice and head
of the Opera Workshop. He also
was a director with the Oakland
Civic Light Opera Company.
Long active in church music,
Dr. Dunning was the first Chairman of Music for the Los Angeles
Church Federation and Minister of
Music at Glide Memorial Methodist
Church in San Francisco.
Director of SJS’ Opera Workshop, he will direct the campus
production

of

Hindemith’s

"The

Long Christmas Dinner," based on

Model illustrated, Tensor
5975 at $17.50

Corduro Case
Legal size tablet, pen, voluminouS
pockets and it all folds up into
compact carrying size. $4.95

Voice Instructors Solo in ’Messiah’
11111111111111111111111

note and every word.
The audience hears a soloist hold
a note like a spider on a silk
thread and thinks, "My, how lovely." But the audience cannot appreciate the soloist half as much
as the other performers who heard
him hit rock bottom the first time
he reached for that note and heard
him improve with each rehearsal
and finally get it right.

lo s
anodod,
m les,toarcvreeaute
o
gifts, a delight to
burn . . . scented,
colored
and on
and on...

the play by Thornton Wilder. He
was musical director of the recent
presentation of "Music Man."

fr At 1
.. ...

KNUCKLECORD SUNDOWN ER
by McGREGOR
Enjoy the warmth and comfort of this great Westernlook coat. It’s a tip -roaring style in McGregor’s new
wide wale cotton corduroy that’s rain and stain resistant. Handsomely tailored with snap front, slash pockets and it’s trimmed and lined with a plush pile lining
of Sherpa*. Right for town and prairie, pardner: $30
*Cams & Aikman Reg. T.M.
* STRIKING NEW GIFT PACKAGING
* With All Purchases
CHOOSE YOUR CHARGE PLAN
,bi i AN 1,,su ’go
",
r.:APD OP FIRST NATIONAL CAR1;

, Ch.rle
WELCOMI

Make this a YAMAHA Christmas!

Party time. . . made
easy with Lindsay’s
complete selection of
festive decorations
plastic party glosses,
napkins,
Plates, score pods, in o
wide array of colors and
holiday patterns from
40c.

;

MCVSWWISSIVeann.

Thrill a special someone on your Christmas
list with a Yamaha sportcycle. Yamahas
make great gifts because you give years of
fun and just about the most economical
transportation around. Yamahas are so easy
to ride. (If you can ride a bicycle you can
ride a Yamaha.) Yamahas are safe ...
they’ve won safety awards for features like
waterproof and dustproof brakes. Yamaha’s
engineering superiority makes them the
World 250cc Grand Prix Racing Champions

for the second straight year. It’s no wonder
Yamaha with proven oil injection, is the top
selling 2-stroke sportcycle in the U.S.

Give

Prices start as low as$
budget terms.

199

with

a

year

Calendars are a
fancy, yearly asset
for every home and
office. $2.10 to 54.

Come in soon and let us help you choose
the Yamaha model to suit the special person
on your list. When you see the happiness in
his eyes on Christmas morning, you’ll have
a merrier Christmas yourself.

easy

0)

Hurry down to

BOB CHAVES MOTORCYCLES
. 1111.1

PH/401116

PICK o1

* OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL CHRISTMAS

GM:

P

77 South First St

676 Auzerais

Phone 293-1260

TELEPHONE 292-4161
PO Conveniently at mu Rear Entrance. Market at Pelt St.
01101111MOls

Tuesday,

Christmas Is Tradition

Colorful Mistletoe Decks
Houses for Holiday Season

Lighting Ceremony
Tomorrow5 p.m.
E.

Bulbs will burn brightly tumorBrent Holsinger, professor of
row as SJS celebrates the coming music, will direct the college choir
of the holiday season with its an- an a number of seasonal songs, including "Fanfare to Christmas"
nual Christmas tree lighting cerand other traditional Christmas
emony.
carols.
The event, which was originated
The Rev. Roy Hoch, campus minfive years ago by Norman 0. Gun- ister for the Lutheran Church, will
derson, dean of the school of en- give the benediction.
gineering, will begin at 5 p.m. at
Miss Pam Melton, soprano, will
the Seventh Street entrance to the conclude the program with a solo,
Engineering Building.
"Silent Night."

tree lighting ceremony was originated five years
ago by Norman 0. Gunderson, who will act as
master of ceremonies for the festivities.

Jose City mayor.
In addition, AWS President Jane
Nettleship will announce winners
of awards in the AWS sponsored
door-decorating contest.

People paid Druids large sums
for a branch to have as a charm.
But mistiletoe wasn’t the only
green used on their houses to shelter them from the woodland spirits. Some used evergreens.
The first recorded use of the
mistletoe plant as a symbol of
peace was by the Romans. Enemies
meeting under it were required to
discard their weapons and declare
a truce.
Parallels in later history occur
in Norse mythology which records
the mistletoe plant as a symbol of
love. The custom of kissing beneath the bright green -leaved,
white-berried plant comes from the
Norse marriage rite in which it
was used as a major decoration.

Just as our greetings of "Merry
Christmas" have come fmrn medieval England, so have we borrowed
many other customs front other
lands.
One such custom is America’s
favorite holiday decoration
the
mistletoe. The colorful decoration,
which decks houses and churches
for the holiday season, dates back
to the time of the Druids (members of the priesthood in the ancient history of Gaul, Britain and
Ireland).
In solemn procession, the priests
went out clad in white robes and
carrying golden sickles to cut the
mistletoe. The symbol of the mistletoe was supposed to keel) away
the witches.

Dean Gunderson will act as masLast week the ASH Judiciary
ter of ceremonies during an elab- recommended that Student Council
orate program which will follow rescind its $100 allocation to prothe tree lighting.
vide refreshments for tomorrow’s
Speakers will include President ceremony. citing a "possible violaRobert D. (lark, who will give his tion of the separation of church
Christmas message on behalf of and state" as justification for the
the college, and Ron James, San move.

THE TRADITIONAL SJS Christmas Tree atop
the Engineering Building will be lighted tomorrow at 5 p.m. by President Robert Clark. The
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Best selection of
fine classic guitars
in California.

810 Town & Country Village

Refreshments will be served,
however, in the form of hot apple
cider. The refreshments are being
paid for by voluntary contributions
from the school of engineering.

296-6113

WE WISH YOU A

Cards Leave Readers Overflowing With Cheer?
By DIANE ADAMS
Just received . . . The
newest,

most

season’s

originally imagina-

tive Christmas cards ... Applauded for their traditional representation of the season and its spirit
while incorporating the humor and
sophistication of our age. Yes, it
is

truly a

feat

to combine

the

spirit of the season with the spirit
of the time.
The front of the first depicts an
erect and demanding Bethlehem
inn keeper shaking his fist. When
you open this epistle of good cheer,
your holiday greeting goes like
this, "I don’t care whose donkey it
is --get him off my lawn!"
If this doesn’t leave you overflowing with cheer, you might have
the good fortune to receive the
second.
The front shows an irate, fist pounding St. Nick sitting behind a
-

massive desk. His nameplate bears
the title, "S. CLAUS -- TOY TYCOON."
your greeting, "Okay.
Inside
which one of you (inky gnomes has
been passing out this teamster literature.
Since greeting cards were introduced to the United States in 1870,
Americans have progressively
turned to cards to help them express their feelings. For sonic reason, we are extremely fond of
wishing each other well.
At Christmas, the more than 200
greeting card companies shift into
high gear and mass produce a card
for every shade, tone, or implication of feeling.
CARD PHENOMENON
The giving and receiving of
Christmas cards is a curious phenomenon of American culture. Because of their relatively low cost,
- -

everyone can play. All you need is a champagne glass wishing you a
a pen and some stamps, and you’re good cheer.
Some people prefer to send a
in the competition.
First, you must deride to whom newsy, annual letter instead of the
you should send cards. There are usual card. These are just bursting
several ways of deciding this. You with antidotes about Harold’s opercan go through your address book, ation, Billy’s grades and the crab
your telephone book and the yel- grass,
low pages. Or maybe you’re one of
those organized people who has a
little red and green book where
you keep a list of who did and who
didn’t send "you" a card last year.
Dr. Eric Berne, California psychiatrist, speculates there are five
reasons why people send Christmas cards to one another. Call
them the five Christmas C’s: communion, courtesy, cowardice, cot,
Minton and compassion. The trick.
he says, is to jump from communion to compassion without pandering to the other three. In other
words, cross off the list your
fourth cousin,
twice removed,
whom you’ve never met but just
so happens to have a summer place
in Bermuda. You probably wouldn’t
like Bermuda. anyway.

FAMILY CARDS
For the family which really likes
to make its cards seem personal,
there are those which say, "Greetings from the three of us," "Greetings from the six of us," or "Greet.
of us," for
ings from the
people with rapidly growing families who like to use the same card
every year.

Another important problem to
consider is how you display the
cards you receive. The easiest way
to keep a visual tally is to hang
them all from it ribbon attached
to the ceiling. For the more creative, they can be hung in Christmas tree shape, from Santa’s belt,
and on special felt or cardboard
holders.

friends at Orange ll’inzit take this opportunity to wish you a very Merry Christmas and a
joyous New Year. Come in today and let us thank
you for the happiest year of our service to you.

No matter how you hang them,
the purpose is to display each and
every card, thereby creating a real

ORANGE WINZIT

and tangible monument to your
popularity.

503 East Santa Clara Street

And you complain about Christmas being too commercial!

To those who have seen
The Child, however incredulously,
Thu Time Being is, in a sense, the most trying time of all.

EXPRESS WISHES
After you’ve decided whom you
should bestow greetings upon you
must next choose the cards that
will best express your wishes for
the recipient. Or if you’re realistic,
the impression you wish to present. There’s a card to represeni
every sender. Theie are large.
showy, flagrant ones with gold
roil envelopes and embossed names
printed in inch high letters. There
ire little meek ones with a water
...sir picture of the three Wise Men
rai tile front. Then there’s the
kind that shows Santa sitting in

For
risi nuts
g if i s browse
nd select
at ’FENT! I ST.
111MACY

t

There are bills to be paid, machines to keep in repair,
Irregular verbs to learn, the Time Being to redeem
From insignificance.
-W. H.

Service of Lesson and Carols
Wednesday, December 14, 7 p.m.
at the Chapel of Reconciliation
10th & San Carlos
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17 Fraternity
Sorority Plans Project lo Comfort
To Share Holiday Spirit Poor Children
TUPS,1:1

RIRSPARTAN DAILY

DUNN
Chti,imast,ihe is %%1101 I.V1.1111.
iiketi to have a good time. During
vacation. we have time for fa pastimes such us skiing.
siting fi ’’ii Is, Gr Just plain sleep.

0-0H BOY!
DID I GOOF...

Somet Ma’s, leiwever, people den’,
have much to do at Christmastime.
These people don’t go to school
any more and they have alreadj
retired, so Christmastime seems
’ like every other time of the year.
With this view in mind, Sigma
kappa Sorority decided that now
!I be a good time to have a
oniis project one that would,
-rrispiii with their national phi!, .a.thiooy. which is gerontology.
V.
’.’ Gerontology. It is
one dictionary as
being "I he scientific study of old
age." But, as Allison McLean, a
Sigma Kappa, pointed out, "You
could hardly cull our approach a
study, and it certainly isn’t scientific."

Barbara Wilson, project chairman, has planned a Christmas
party at the PF:0 Home of San
Jose. This is the second annua!
party the sorority will have with
this particular i,youp.
"Through the put ties.- Itarbara
said, "we are trying to create a
bettor understanding of the senior
citizens in our community. Also,
we are trying to share the Christmas spirit with them."
The most enjoyable part of the
evening for both groups is the conversations. Many coeds recalled
fascinating conversations wit Ii
truly interesting ladles. All women
in the PEO Home bail outstanding
careers before tvtirement. Careers
in teaehing and all only begin the
list.
It is difficult to tell which group
is entertained more ;it
ties.

entertained, a lasting friendship is
created between coeds and

Typewriters
Better tirade.. at Nolo.

He sure did. In all the years that Leo Silva has been in
business, Santa hasn’t brought his sleigh in once to service
it for that big holiday trip of his. Don’t you make the same
millake! There is still fime to bring your car in for a safety
check, tune-up, lubrication, and tank full of gas before your
big holiday trip. Santa has been lucky all these years that
his sleigh hasn’t broken down during his trip. Will you be
that lucky with your car? Don’t take the chance. Bring your
car in today.

ingcrlij,!

Portables
Standards
New
Used
All Makes
Low Student Rental Rates
Free Pick-up and Delivery

All Credit Cards Honored
EZT Cash Stamps Given
\1111.11111Inelteseeetsasiesaionsammuseueselms.00011111111,

78 S. 4th St.SILVA

SERVICE 295-8968

Late for Class? We’ll Park If For You.

Modern Office Machines
121 E.

the par-

Regardless of who is most

San Fernando

293-3283

293-4588

MERRY CHRISTMAS
From the staff and management
of Spartan Bookstore

"Santa Claus is a preti,,
fellow and sometimes he just can’t
make it to everybody’s house."
More than a few parents living
in the poverty and deprivation of
San Jose’s F:ast Side -Little
Egypt" ghetto area may have to
tell their children this or some soil
Amy on Dec. ’26.
Members of the SJS chapter of
.
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity.
are doing something to brlii,tii
underpriviChristmas for some
leged children this year.
The students will send, for the
firsi lime, "Campus Claus" to over
100 children attending the Eastside
Mayfair Elementaly Sehool with
toys, candy and games, a Christ party. according to James
11111S
Russell. principal.
"We want everyone at SJS to
bring a toy for admission to CoRec," said John Maupin, Campus
Claus vice chairman. "We need all
the toys we cart get."
"The San Jose Junior Chamber
of Commerce has given us the
roost help so far," said Maupin,
"but we’ve had to do most of the
leg work on our own."
"It’s been tough for us because
this is our first year, and we’ve
!WW1’ done anything like it before,"
Maupin stated.
The fraternity membership, which
is predominantly Negro, has wanted to "do something" for the community, especially the minority
communities, for a long time, he
said.

MAYFAIR ELEMENTARY School children crowd around Charles
Moreland, Omega Psi Phi fraternity member, in anticipation of
the Christmas party the group will sponsor for the needy children
on the Eastside. With project "Campus Claus" the fraternity is
attempting to "do something" for the community.

GOING HOME?
Christmas Transportation Special
For Sun Jose State Students Ilidy
ROUND TRIP TO SAN FRANCISCO OR
SAN JOSE ..111il’OliTS
Only:
$10 ... San Francisco
Airport
Air

Jose
Airport

iitioneil 19(17 Cadillac ttttttt
Reverse your seat now!

CHARTER SEDAN SERVICE
295-0551

-P’etAAgit

Maaier
ogeweteri
Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379.3051

72 S. First Si,
San Jose
Phone 297-0920

MALE ELEGANCE
The Oyster Perpetual is waterproof," runs on twentyfive jewels and winds itself. Its case and bracelet
are tooled from fourteen karat gold. Rolex made it
and it costs five hundred and eighty dollars. It is not
just a watch, but a chronometer; not just a chronometer, but a possession.
’When case, crown and crystal are intact.

You Are Cordially Invited to v isit our Bridal Registry
and see our 22 new patterns in Chinaware, featuring:
Syracuse Fine China
Crystal Stemware by Holumgaard Buda from Sweden.

p

Master
Atvefer3

72 S. First St
San Jose
Plione 297-0920

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379.3051

,
Drive-in and Dining Room Service

1 C 0
i’

Remember, for last-minute gift buying, we
have a large selection of gifts to fit any need.

S

1 AC 0 5
Good Grief!
Taros are

cpaptan Sookitype
"right on campus"

sail

11.1

Pope Pleads
For Peace
In Viet Nam
VATICAN CITY (Am _ pope
Paul VI has appealed for the Viet
Nam Christmas truce to be extended into a lasting armistice for
the negotiation of an honorable
peace. In one of his most optimistic statements on the war, he
said the prospect for an end of
fighting is brighter.
His appeal brought no immediate
response from either side in the
ernillict. Hanoi has never replied
to any of the papal pleas. In Saigon, South Vietnamese Premier
Nguyen Can Ky said recently any
truce should be a matter of hours,
not days. U.S. officials contend the
Communists take advantage of
prolonged truce to regroup and resupply.
U.N. Secretary -General U Thant
expressed hope both sides would
heed the papal appeal and the
Texas White House promised it
would receive sympathetic consideration from the United States.
Pope Paul made his new appeal
in an address in St. Peter’s during
the celebration of the Feast of the
Immaculate Coneeption and the
first anniversary of the end of the
Vatican Ecumenical Connell.
"The idea of en end to hostilities
is becoming stronger and more
confident," he said.
lie suggested that the proposed
Christmas truce and a proposed
second truce in February at the
time of Buddhist new year be
linked into a continuing armistice
, that would allow peace negotiations.
_
CHAPLAIN SPEAKS
As a prelude to the annual
Christmas Tree Lighting ceremony
tomorrow, the Rev. B. Davie Napier. Dean of the Stanford Chapel.
will speak at 4 p.m. in 1.1132.
The nationally renowned chaplain will speak on "Whisper of a
Miracle." The talk is open to all
faculty and students.

I

$5

only 2

ft or a (warier at Tin l’s!
Phone Orders 297-8421

4th and St. James
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Christmas s Sharing

Three SJS clubs have joined
forces to make Christmas gifts for
needy San Jose youngsters.
Industrial Arts Club. Occupational Therapy Club and Epsilon
Pi Tau, I.A. honorary organization,
have joined together to make toy
trucks and sock dolls.
The I.A. Club is financing the
project which will cost more than
$60, according to Richard Perry,
I.A. publicity chairman.
Perry said that more than 300
man hours have been devoted to
building the gifts which will be distributed to Salvation Army,
Friends Outside, an organization

Underprivileged Children Find
Santa Claus in Christmas Party
boy, hut his brother had also been
good and if he could have an extra
candy cane to take home to him.
DeDe, 4, got into Santa’s lap
and threw her arms around him
and hugged him while he asked
r*********************************************1 her what she wanted for Christmas.
And so it went for three hours
on Sunday, Dec. 4, at Theta Chi
fraternity when 30 pre-schoolers
from the Mexican-American Community Services Agency came for
a Christmas party.
Co-hosted by Theta Chi fraternity and Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority, the party was to benefit
underprivileged children from San
Jose, whose families could not af************************************************* ford to have a Christmas.
The party started at 12:30 with
the children getting acquainted
with their hosts. Then they were
eve
treated to a lunch of hot dogs,
punch, cookies and candy.
When the tots were full and contented, in came Old St. Nick, porFrom the Desk
trayed by one Jock O’Connell, a
of Santa Claus O3 Theta
Chi pledge.
Many of the children were more
’This year I’m tell you . . .
your dollar goes farther at
fascinated with Santa ’s beard and
San Jose Book Shop!"
little red cap with the bell on it
Without doubt BOOKS are
than they were in what he was
sensible gifts that will outlast
saying to them. Others were satisthe Christmas tree--the perfied to put their arms around him
fect solution to your Christmas shopping problems. What
and hug him.
a variety to choose from and
Finally it was time for Santa to
gift-wise . . therra’s a book
pass out the presents that were
here for everyone on your list.
no matter who.
under the gaily decorated ChristOPEN UNTIL 9 P.M.
mas tree. Each child waited imEVERY THURSDAY
119 E. San Fernando
patiently for his name to be called
Between 3rd & 4th Streets
and get his present. Many had the
gifts opened by the time they reBEST SELLER REPRINTS
ota.
turned to their seats.
FOR LESS
One shy little girl sat in the
corner with her still -unwrapped
gift. She was saving it for her
twin sister who was sick at home.
After some coaxing and convincing
she finally opened her present.
By DON CAMPBELL
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Little Sylvia,
sat on Santa’s
lap and told the Jolly Old Man
that she wanted a doll for Christ-

SJS Clubs To Make
Gifts for Youngsters

mas. She wanted the doll, not for
herself, but for her little sister.
When Santa asked if Henry, 4,
had been a good boy, he replied
that not only had he been a good

v\tgigtftgotam.4:oivasr.

Have a

Swinging Christmas and New Year *

The Ladies of

Alpha Epsilon Phi

from the Brothers of

wish the faculty and student body

Sigma Nu

./440411r40. ibitTNE4041Vefit 11a**Ma
MEMO

ibnIse

OK SHOP

295-5513

ef: %VP "2114.4A41’.

Miller’s
Steak House

Iknite

OPEN 24 HOURS

163 W. Santa Clara
San Jose
292-3848

Studying
late?

Hungry
House
610 Coleman
286-3838
San Jose

MIDNIGHT
SPECIAL
Satisfy
that
midnight
hunger!

COMPLETE
BANQUET
FACILITIES

(II p.m. - 6 a.m.)
Ham Steak
3 Jumbo Eggs
Potatoes
Toast
Coffee

a very happy holiday season.
YOUNGSTERS EXCITEDLY gather around Santa Claus to receive their presents. The children, from the Mexican-American
Community Services Agency, were treated to the Christmas
pnrty by Theta Chi fraternity and Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority on Dec. 4. Old St. Nick was portrayed by Jack O’Donnell,
a Theta Chi pledge.
Her eyes grew misty as she saw
a new doll, exactly what she had
asked Santa for an hour earlier.
At 3 that afternoon, the weary
little ones were returned to their
parents.
The party was deertierl an overwhelming success: it hail to be.
Many of the children were from

Every Sun., Mon., and Tues.,
2 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Complete Fried Chicken
Dinner

$1.65

families that would not he able
to afford any sort of Christmas
festivity,
When the living room was finally cleared of the discarded
gift wrappings and the dishes were
finally cleaned, it was hard to tell
who had had a merrier time, the
little tykes or the OX’s and KKG’s.

Schroeder Says Celebrate
Beethoven’s 196th Birthday
By SUSAN HAt’h
Schroeder, or the -Peanuts"
comic strip, is almost as famous as
his idol. Beethoven, if for on other
reason than his great devotion to
that musician. A creation of cartoonist Charles M. Schulz, Schroeder will celebrate a birthday Friday. This year as the holiday seasop approaches, Ludwig van Beethoven will be 196 years old.
During a recent telephone interview, Schulz said that he first
thought of using Beethoven in his
comic strip in 1951 when he was
thumbing through a hook of music
and discovered a passage that
might be funny if it were introduced through the cartoon characters.
Why Beethoven and not Bach or
Mozart? Schulz explained that, if
anyone else were used, "it wouldn’t
be funny." He said that when most
people, not necessarily musicians,
think of the classics in literature,
art and music, the three great
names that come to mind are
Shakespeare. Rembrant and Bee-

$1.55
Special Group Rate
for
San Jose State College
Fraternities and Sororities

for the families of imprisoned men,
and San Jose Children’s Shelter.
This is the third year the project has been undertaken and the
25 members of the three organizations participating are making 200
sock dolls and 200 toy trucks. The
first year they built trains: the
second was a boat year.
All the material was purchased
from San Jose companies. A local
company that gave the students
a discount was Tresco Paint in San
Jose.
Some of the major participants
are Gary Wineroth. Don Servante,
Stan Schneider, Terry King and
Jack Fazio.

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

1301AM

thoven. This musician "towers
over" others as the "epitome of
classical music," in Schulz’ opinion.
Born Dec. 16, 1770, Beethoven
had more family problems than
most people today realize. One of
his two brothers left an unfaithful
widow with her illegitimate son.
Beethoven was forced to go I
through long legal prriceedings to
prove his sister-in-law an Unfit
mother so that he could take custody of the boy.
In addition to the problem of
his nephew. Beethoven was having
troubles of another sort, which
would have proved fatal to a lesser
man. I-1c was going deaf.
This great sorrow has been said
by critics since to have contributed to the great feeling and
depth found In his music. An encyclopedia published about 50 years
after his death stated, "Haydn and
Mozart perfected instrumental music in its form- Beethoven touched
It, and it became a living soul."
Today, as Schroeder pounds out
sonatas on his toy piano, let us
join him in saluting one of the
most sensitive talents that musicians ever since have been able
to claim. Schulz said that Schroeder’s instructions for relebrating
Beethoven’s birthday are for students to gather in small groups
with birthday rakes. sing "Happy
Birthday" and listen I. Beethoven’s
"Ninth Symphony."
Beethoven, as Schulz modestly
said, "These are not my ideas.
They are Schroeder’s. I didn’t have
anything to do with it."

Atf4,*40WW.44*4!OlW
Rent 3 entire rooms

EllfrWL
tk

of furniture for $22
a month. Living Room
Di n i ng Room Bedroom.
Tk

1"

No set lease, just a 30-day to 30-day basis.

RENTAL COR

Phone 731-2440

1046 Morse Ave., Sunnyvale

Cuggino’s Pizza, Inc.
wishes you

A Very Merry Christmas
Enjoy a pre-Christmas treat
Real Italian Pizza from Cuggino’s
292-8119

862 N. 13th St.
Sunday-Thursday .

4 p.m. -12 p.m.

Friday and Saturday ... 4 p.m. -2 a.m.
IT’S O.K. TO OWE KAY!
IM Store Buying Pow,
Sares You Money.

exciting Aar Styles!

ar,,,,,r-r.mpr,my.. Weer.’
Choose Porn an aspiring selection of advance
designs Exquisite styling
finest
stop
unsurpassed value In It K yellow to
white gold’

craftsmen

Spartan Volkswagen

VALUES TO $229.00

Put’ cYfoicc

wishes you a safe and merry Christmas
on their 1st Anniversary

’99

Home of the greatest selection of
new VW’s in the area.

NO MONEY DOWN

1560 NORTH

ONLY St A WEEK

FIRST ST.
SAN JOSE
1.

286-8800

LIFETIME GUARANTEE!
Kay Jewelers sells only quality selected diamonds guaranteed a Itlitime

Downtown

65 S. First St.

We validate all downtown lot trr.ker
797 4910Oren Mon., 111111, & Fri Nilkl

Valley Fair Shopping Center

24P 3040--Open Mon fkru tn,

Sunnyvale

199 S.

Ni 11’05

Murphy St.

in

witted.

KA

739 0591Open Thurs. & Fri. N;ohts until 9
,J%1
WAS.
14115 Amway

Conservatives, Liberals

’Barry Christmas, Hippy New Year’
By BILL (1A1.8TAN
No one knows for sure when
the movement started to kick Santa out of Christmas.
It probably began as the first
wisps of cold win’.a. air hit the
king fevcampus. And Sant.,
wis unerishly at the
’aieed
’
IPA are ui
attack.

The first salvo came from the
Conservative Club. No longer concerned with the election, they
started thinking about Santa and
what he means.
"Santa Claus is a clear threat to
our American way," one said ."He
dearly is a socialist and is probably a Communist and the way
he gives thin’i for free on Christ -

During the holidays,
hungry Santas
hurry to
SPARTAN 110USE
for good meals.
If

y011 are

inns is a terrible extension of the
Welfare State."
"Not only that," said another,
"but he is not an American. We
cannot let the North Pole dictate
anything to us. To do so is to relinquish some national sovereignty.
Besides, every time he flies over.
Santa violates United States air
space."
The Conservative Club agreed,
anti voted to start a campaign
against Santa through pamphlets,
speeches, and letters to the editor.
If all else failed, they would be
waiting with antiaircraft guns to

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

etioteoR

stnilyiog for mid -terms, or if you need

,hopping break, relax and enjoy the holiday
-eastin

with good

nicai6

and tasty snacks from

SPAGHETTI
SANDWICHES

Chuck Bamford initiates a new
pol:cy from Aetna Life.
Benefits include: a Merry Christmas
and a Prosperous New Year.
Chuck Bamford
556 N First St.
297-3194

S.r Uri AN HOUSE
lilt

..-.111 I .11 lo.

shosit him out of the sky, using
Rudolph’s nose as a target.
Anti-Santa sentiment was stewing i the Liberal Club, too. "Santa is a member of The Establishment," said one, who sported a
beard that looked somewhat like
Santa’s.
"Yeah," another agreed. "Santa
is discriminatory. He gives more
presents to rich kids than he does
to the poor. Besides, he’s a militarist, and he gives children toy
guns to play war withhe doesn’t
love his fellow man."
So the Liberal Club decided to
stop Santa. They would picket his
arrival, hold a student strike by
not telling him what they wanted
for Christmas, or simply block him
by closing the dampers on their
chimneys.
Somehow on lliristmas Eve,
Santa will have to get through the
gunfire of the Conservatives and
the Liberal pickets. But if he suetwits in crossing party lines, he’ll
most likely try to please both
sides and will say: "Have a Barry
Christmas and Hippy New Year."
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SKIS
Complete Rental
for the Skier

Beconta
White Stag

SWEATERS

Skis
Poles
Boots
Pants
Parkas
Toboggans
Car racks
Chains

Overrneyer
Geiger
Me;stcr
Icelandic

PARKAS
Tempco
Comfy
Overmerr
White Stag
Val Hughes
Sport Caster

440 S. Winchester Blvd.
Opposite Mystery Hot,

Phone 244-0880

TEE-SHIRTS

From now until

Christmas
Open every night until 9 p.m., Saturday until 5:30 p.m.

Anthony Canine, assistant proof music, will direct the
SJS Percussion Ensemble in concert at 8:15 p.m. Tuesday, Jan.
10, in Concert Hall.
"Overture in Percussion for the
Young Audiences," will be performed by the ensemble.
The program also will include ,
"Percussion Melee" by Randolph
Ganz; "Tales from the Vienna
Woods." by Johann Strauss; Concerto for Percussion." by Darius
Milhaud;
and "Concertino for
Mutimha and Orchestra,
h i r it
Movement," by Rau Creston,

fessor

By BILL HUBS(’HMANN
What do YOU do during the Christmas holidays? If you are a
typical SJS student, then it is nearly impossible to predict what
your actions will be during this long-awaited two-week break. But
you can discover, by answering the following 10 questions, what
pleasures, profits or disappointments you probably will receive
during your vacation.
In scoring, simply add up the value of the responses (answer
"a" being worth one point, answer "b" being worth two points, and
so on) and consult the following evaluation scale:
Total score between 10-15 points, you’re an angel: 16-25 points,
you’re a good boy; 26-35 points, you’re sneaky; 3645 points,
lazy; 46-50 points, you’re a lush.
THE QUESTIONS:
(6) What does mistletoe mean to
(iiWhen will you start your
you?
homework?
(ao The first day of vacation.
(a) A nice smelling flower.
(b) A pretty decoration.
(b) The second week of
(c) Kisses.
vacation.
(d) More kisses.
(c) The first day of 1967.
di What homework?
le) Mucho kisso.
The day classes resume.
(7) What is your favorite Christ(2) What do you expect to get
mas holiday visiting spot?
out of Christmas?
(a) The mountains.
ti Joy.
00 A steam bath.
ti School supplies.
let Florida.
le) Presents.
(b) An ice-skating rink.
(di Sleep.
I.’) The backyard.
lel Stone diunk.
18) What is your favorite Christ (3) What is your favorite holinuts dish?
day beverage?
(a) Turkey.
tal Goat’s milk.
(b) Eggnog.
(b) Dr. Pepper.
(e) Peanut butter ice cream.
( c I Wine.
Id) A cranberry sandwich.
(d) Beer.
le) 36-24-36.
let All kinds of bubbly.
(9) How will you celebrate
(4) If given $100. whom would
Christmas Day?
you buy a present for?
(a) With the family.
tel Parents.
(b) With your boy (or girl)
(b) Brother or sister.
friend’s family.
(c) Bank the money.
(c) Doing some last minute
(d) Yourself.
shopping.
(e) Double or nothing for
(d) With your dog.
$200.
(e) Why. For?
(5) What would you buy?

WE MAKE 4.TRACK
STEREO CARTRIDGE TAPES
FOR HOME AND AUTO UNITS
ALL POPULAR MUSIC
OLDIES BUT GOODIES
TOP 30 HITS
0 ear I SbCi ...r

,_cte hero

Disco-Tapes. Inc.
751 Holbrook Place 7:9.6887
Sunnyvale 24 Hour Servic

XEROX’ COPIES
10c each
Special Quantity Discounts
Na Waiting
Copies Anything Printed

RENT
(student rates)

Late modal standard
Now portable,
Rental -purchase
Free delivery

OFFICE MACHINES

Fill your entire skiing needs in one stop.
SKI PANTS

Angel or Lush Which Are You?

(a) Something for the home. (10) How will you celebrate New
Year’s Day?
Ili) Something you can use,
tat Finishing homework.
too.
(b) Finishing left -over
(c) Ate you kidding?
turkey.
(d) A five-year supply of
ice-cubes.
(c) Watching TV,
(el A left-handed golf club
(di Starting homework.
for a right-handed friend.
(el Tiying to sober up.

292.2840

Skiing Enthusiasts!

Medico
White Stag

Music Group
Sets Concert

Tnexiiny. December 11. 1988
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v
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Swallow
Hart

POLES
Scott
Tomic
Northland
Milco
Dualtape

BOOTS
Nordica
Rieker
Austrian
Custom-made
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Obligations, Interests, Key
To Faculty’s Holiday Plans
By MEGAN KNOX
haven’t finished this semester.
Other faculty members com"What will I be doing during
Christmas vacation? I haven’t mented on their plans for the holithought that far ahead." said Dr. days.
"I’ll be fixing the cellar win, Gus Lease, professor of music at
dows I promised my wife I’d fix
’SJS.
"Correct papers? I never correct last Christmas!" said Dr. David
papers!" he chuckled. "I have the McKell, of the Student Health
student readers or the IBM ma- Service.
One of his associates chimed in:
chines do that. I think I will sleep.
"I’ll be right on campus work, No, I’ll probably go skiing."
Another professor. Dr. Billie ing. If you get mono, come in and
Jensen, not so lucky, sadly la- see me!"
Another faculty member pulled
mented: "I’ll be be reading blue
books and correcting papers in out his key chain. Dangling from
it was a key from the Playboy
American History."
Many students will be relaxing, Club.
"You know," he mused, "they’ll
eating, sleeping or skiing. More
likely, the tnajority of SJS stu- be doing away with the keys prel ty
dents will be reading, preparing soon -they’re getting plastic credit
for the last battery of midterms, cards."
"Me?" questioned the professor
or writing term papers. In other
be in th,
words, doing all the work they sitting next to him.
()Mee
most of the vacation sine,
- my sister and her kids will be
visiting."
"I’ll he writing lectures. I have
I is e more to do."
"I have a dentist appointment."
mourned a neighbor. "Yes, every
six months."
Finally, Bob Bronzan, director of
iithleties, offered:
"I’ll have basketball games and
wrestling competition- and will be
directing a football clinic here."
"Other than that," he laughed,
"I’ll lie enjoying turkey.’’

96 E. SAN FERNANDO ST.
295-6765

CIGS

15c

Kleenex
3 Hershey Bars
2 Toilet Tissue ...
Paper Towels
Crest lg. size

15c
Sc
10c
10e
29c

of $2
and

CASH
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Sale starts tomorrow Dec. 14
through Thursday, Dec. 15

4.98 stereo

From the
Art
Department
of Roberts

feletteol
330 South Tenth Street
OPEN: Mon.-Thur. 9 a.m.-9 p.m.; Fri..Sat. 9 a.m.-5 P -m

P.S. The Book
Department
Wishes You a Happy
Yule, Too!

3.98 mono.

RAMSEY LEWIS
More Sounds of Christmas
KENNY BURRELL
Have a Soulful Christmas
HARRY SIMEONE CHORAL
The Little Drummer Boy
ROGER WILLIAMS
Christmas Time

HART’S

House of Soul

1175 E. Santa Clara

286-2880

